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In April, I was privileged to represent 
RANZCO at the Asia-Pacific Academy 
of Ophthalmology meeting in 
Guangzhou, China’s third largest 
city, home to no fewer than 11 million 
inhabitants. Professors Hugh Taylor 
and Frank Martin were prominent. 
Achievement Awards were presented 
to Prof Gerard Sutton, Prof Paul 
Healey and Drs Andrew Chang and 
Colin Chan. Dr Cathy Green received a 
Distinguished Service Award and  
Dr Neil Murray the Award for 
Outstanding Service in Prevention 
of Blindness. It was notable that so 
many papers were given with either an 
Australian or New Zealand accent.  
Dr Craig Donaldson’s presentation, 
for me, made sense of some of the 
difficulties in paediatric visual 
assessment.

In early May, Association for Research 
in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO),  
Annual Meeting, was held in Denver, 
Colorado. The large contingent of 
RANZCO Fellows was led by Prof 
Justine Smith, ARVO Immediate Past 
President. Although I did not attend, I 
am reliably informed that highlights 
included presentations by Prof David 
Mackey, on refractive error and myopia 
in Australia, as well as reports on the 
results of studies conducted by Prof 
Mark Gillies et al, into the treatment 

of persistent diabetic macular oedema. 
Presentations by Prof Paul Mitchell 
were very well received. At the same 
time in Perth, A/Prof Nitin Verma was 
confirmed as a Companion of the Royal 
Australasian College of Surgeons, for 
his outstanding work in establishing 
ophthalmology services in Timor 
Leste. There is abundant evidence that 
RANZCO Fellows ‘punch way above 
their weight’, both in terms of research 
and international development.

There is no denying that there is 
much to celebrate about our specialty 
and our college and yet, the world in 
which we practice ophthalmology 
is changing. May saw the release 
of the Federal budget, which will 
undoubtedly place further strain on 
the resources needed for both research 
and registrar education. For what 

appear to be political reasons, the 
Federal government have mooted the 
establishment of (yet another) medical 
School in Western Australia, without 
the necessary clinical placements 
available to train the graduating 
students! The College is being assailed 
by the Federal government as to how 
to save taxpayer funds spent on the 
pharmaceutical benefits scheme. The 
rise and rise of costs, associated with 
treating macular degeneration, have 
attracted the attention of the Federal 
Treasury. Ophthalmologists will 
undoubtedly be in the crosshairs, along 
with other specialists, as part of the 
government’s medical benefits scheme 
overhaul later this year.

In April I represented RANZCO at the 
American Academy of Ophthalmology 
Midyear Forum, in Washington DC; 
think West Wing for Doctors. The 
Midyear Forum is the annual medico 
political meeting for the Academy. 
The networks developed as a result of 
this meeting, over the last five years, 
proved invaluable in achieving our 
recent Australian Health Practitioners 
Regulation Agency/Optometry Board 
of Australia glaucoma outcome. It 
confirmed for me, once again, that 
Australian and New Zealand doctors 
have some of the most privileged 
working conditions, anywhere in the 

President’s 
Update

President’s Update

“In the almost 50 years since 
the establishment of the 
College, our organisation has 
become a much more diverse 
and expansive organisation.”

As I write this report, one-quarter of my Presidential term has 
already elapsed. The past month has been particularly gratifying, 
as we reflect upon the outstanding achievements of many  
RANZCO Fellows. 
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world. What we have does not exist for any 
other doctors in the first world. It behoves 
the current generation of Fellows to do our 
utmost to ensure that the next generation of 
ophthalmologists enjoy the same privileges.

In the almost 50 years since the 
establishment of RANZCO, our organisation 
has become a much more diverse and 
expansive organisation. Along with the 
changing nature of ophthalmology and 
the changing environment in which we 
practice our profession, so too do we 
need a modernised 21st-century College 
Constitution. The gestation and delivery 
of our new College Constitution is proving 
difficult. But in the words of Winston 
Churchill. “Democracy is the worst form of 
government, except for all those other forms 
that have been tried from time to time.” I am 
confident that the collective wisdom of the 
Fellowship will see the establishment of a 
new College Constitution, which meets with 
the approval of the overwhelming majority 
of the fellowship.

Dr Bradley Horsburgh
President

Eye to Eye Winter 2015

RANZCO President Dr Brad Horsburgh and APAO Secretary-General and CEO 
Dr Clement Tham signing the Memorandum of Understanding. Refer to page 28.
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NEW PLACES, NEW FACES
The temporary relocation of 
the RANZCO office has been 
accomplished with little disruption 
to the management of the Vocational 
Training Program. Congratulations 
to Ms Penny Gormly and the team 
for ensuring continuity of service 
for Trainees and Fellows during this 
period.

New contributors have been recruited 
to Boards of Examiners. Following 
consultation with and approval from 
the Chair of Ophthalmic Sciences, 
Regional Qualification and Education 
Committee (QEC) Chairs, Subject 
Leaders, the Censor-in-Chief, the 
Chair of RANZCO Advanced Clinical 
Examination (RACE) and the RANZCO 
CEO, two new examiners were 
appointed to the Ophthalmic Sciences 
Board of Examiners. We congratulate 
these Fellows on their appointment: 
Dr Simon Dean (Optics Subject Leader) 
and Dr Andrew Thompson (Clinical 
Ophthalmic Pharmacology and 
Emergency Medicine, COPEM, Subject 
Leader).

Dr Bruce Hadden stepped down from 
the position of Subject Leader for 
Optics and Dr Simon Dean has been 

appointed to fill Bruce’s shoes.  
Dr Sonya Bennett has also decided  
to resign from her position of Subject 
Leader of the COPEM Exams, and we 
are grateful for the appointment of 
Dr Andrew Thompson to this role. 
We would like to thank the Fellows 
for the ongoing commitment to 
education.

Three new members of staff have 
joined the Education and Training 
team. You can find out more about 
them and their roles on page 36.

SELECTION
Registration for RANZCO selection 
for training commencing in 2016 
closed on 30 April. RANZCO received 
109 applications, the same as in 
2014. Referees are currently being 
contacted and interviews will take 

place in the training networks during 
August. The process will be finalised 
through the National Ophthalmology 
Matching Program on 31 August.

OS AND OBCK EXAMINATIONS
The semester 1 examination program 
is well underway with Anatomy, 
Optics and Physiology exams 
completed. Trainees in the 2015 cohort 
have also completed COPEM Module 1 
and COPEM Module 2 exams. The 
Ophthalmic Basic Competencies and 
Knowledge (OBCK) exam will be held 
at Sydney Eye Hospital on 29 May and 
27 candidates have registered for this 
exam. We wish all Trainees continuing 
success as they progress though the 
Vocational Training Program. 

ADVANCED EXAMS
RACE clinical examinations were held 
at Sydney Eye Hospital on 26 and  
27 March. Our congratulations to the 
24 Trainees who have now completed 
their examinations, and are further 
developing their clinical expertise and 
independence before undertaking 
their fifth year of training. The 
next round of written and clinical 
examinations will be held in July and 
August, respectively.

“Work is underway to 
increase the breadth and 
interactivity of the Trainee’s 
surgical instruments quiz.”

Censor-in-Chief’s Update           

Censor-in-Chief’s 
Update
Semester one has been a particularly busy time for RANZCO’s 
Education and Training program. 
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CURRICULUM
A notable group of reviewers, under 
the leadership of Dr Bill Glasson, 
is conducting a major review 
of the Social and Professional 
Responsibilities Curriculum 
Standard. They are drawn from the 
Fellowship, in particular from those 
with expertise in medical indemnity, 
Trainee supervision and remediation; 
the RANZCO Lay Reference Group; 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait and Māori 
doctors’ associations; an employer 
representative; and from recent 
graduates of the Vocational Training 
Program. The breadth of experience 
and the diversity of perspectives 
contributed to this review have 
ensured lively debate and a robust 
review process. The draft curriculum 
will be available on the RANZCO 
website for your comment, before final 
refinement and approval. Please take 
the opportunity to contribute to this 
important activity.

The revised Optics Curriculum 
Standard was endorsed by the Board 
on 22 May: another accolade to the 
leadership and commitment of   
A/Prof Bruce Hadden.

MOODLE NEWS
RANZCO’s Moodle online learning 
platform has recently been upgraded 
to the most recent, stable version of the 
operating system. Thanks to all Moodle 
users for their patience during the 
upgrade, and to Mr Adam Kiernan and 
Mr Nicolas Kott for their management 
of the process. Improvements for both 
users and administrators will follow.

Work is underway to increase the 
breadth and interactivity of the 
Trainee’s surgical instruments quiz.  
My thanks to those Fellows working 
with Adam on this development. 

Do you have patients living in regional 
and remote Australia? You can learn 
how telehealth could support your 
practice, in a new e-learning module for 

Fellows and Trainees now available on 
Moodle. 

S-IMG COMMITTEE
The Specialist International Medical 
Graduate (S-IMG) Committee met 
on Saturday, 11 April. In addition to 
its regular meeting, and conducting 
a round of interviews of applicants, 
the members participated in a 
session focused on interviewing 
skills conducted by leadership and 
communications consultant,  
Mr Marcus Bird. The Committee took 
the opportunity presented by this 
meeting for the induction of new 
members, and to review each of the 
activities the Committee undertakes.

I would like to express my thanks for 
the service of Dr Brian Sloan, who has 
stepped down from this Committee. 
For more than 10 years, Brian’s 
considered, even-handed advice has 
been a great asset to the work of this 
Committee, as it is in other College 
activities. Dr Ainsley Morris is taking 
up the position most recently held 
by Brian, as the representative of the 
New Zealand International Medical 
Graduate Committee on the Australian 
S-IMG Committee. The new members 
of the S-IMG Committee are  
Drs Joshua Hann and Mark Chiang.

STP – WHERE TO?
The Specialist Training Program 
(STP) was introduced by the 
Commonwealth Government in 2011 
to expand the training experiences 
available to trainees, by providing 
funding to establish training posts in 
non-traditional teaching areas such 
as regional and rural hospitals and 
private practices. The Program was 
originally funded for a three-year 
period and was extended for a further 
two years, to the end of 2015. By 2015, 
900 such training posts had been 
funded around Australia and across 
the various medical specialities.

The Government contracted the 
medical colleges to administer 
the Program and RANZCO has 
participated from the very beginning. 
In 2011, we started with six posts and in 
2015 we have 12 funded posts.  

“Do you have patients living 
in regional and remote 
Australia? You can learn how 
telehealth could support your 
practice.”

Eye to Eye Winter 2015

Examiner’s Meeting, May 2015.
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The posts are located in New South  
Wales (6), Northern Territory (1), 
Queensland (1), Tasmania (2) and 
Western Australia (2).

The STP has received very favourable 
feedback on its success in expanding 
the range of experiences offered to 
trainees, compared with those that 
might be available if all training had 
been undertaken solely in traditional 
training hospital settings. Colleges, 
supervisors and trainees from across 
the sector have indicated that the STP 
plays an important role in the whole 
training experience. It is therefore 
pleasing that the Commonwealth 
Government has announced that the 
Program will continue to be funded 
until the end of 2016. The Government 
has also announced that it will be 
undertaking a review of the STP in 
mid-2015. The review is intended to 
guide any reforms to the Program 
that might ensure it is better targeted 
to meet Australia’s future specialist 
medical workforce needs from 2017.

EDUCATION TEAM 
AND INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
Mr Craig Dobney, Manager, Selection 
and Assessment, has not long returned 
from a visit to Cambodia, as part of 
RANZCO’s collaborative project with 
local ophthalmologists and educators 
on the review of the Ophthalmology 
Resident Training program. Craig 
shared the expertise that RANZCO 
has developed in implementation 
and logistics of the Objective 
Structured Clinical Examination 
with our Cambodian colleagues and 
representatives of the University of 
Health Sciences, in Phnom Penh.

TRAINEE REPRESENTATIVE 
GROUP
Drs Markos Andric (NSW), Jayne 
Camuglia (Qld), Jane Lock (WA), James 
McKelvie (NZ) and James Slattery 
(SA) form the Trainee Representative 
Group for 2015. Markos will attend the 
May QEC meeting on behalf of the 
Group.

TRAINING POST 
INSPECTIONS
The first half of 2015 has seen a busy 
round of training post inspections 
in metropolitan Melbourne and in 
Tasmania. Inspections in country 
Victoria and NSW, and Queensland 
will follow later in the year. The 
inspections happen over a very 
intensive few days, and I would like 
to acknowledge the training sites for 
the time involved in preparation and 
hosting inspections. The work of the 
inspectors – Dr Peter O’Connor and his 
team – enable a key quality assurance 
process in the Vocational Training 
Program.

HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 
COMMITTEE
A reminder that a two-page annual 
report template is available on the 
‘Human Research Ethics Committee’ 
page of the RANZCO website. 
Annual reporting is a condition of 
ethics approval, and all principal 
investigators must keep their 
reporting responsibilities in mind and 
on calendars.

INDIGENOUS COMMITTEE
Committee members are reviewing 
four short Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander cultural awareness modules, 
designed to be delivered as five minute 
videos via Moodle. Preparation is also 
underway for meetings focusing on 
Māori eye health to be held at the 
upcoming Congress in Wellington. 

QEC AND BOARD MEETINGS 
IN MAY
The 16 May QEC meeting, in addition 
to its regular business, featured a 
workshop on the Vocational Training 
Program work-based assessment tools 

and processes. The workshop was  
informed by feedback provided from a 
recent survey of Trainees and Fellows 
involved in their supervision. Many 
responses were received, and the rich 
information provided by the answers 
and additional comments has proved 
very valuable. The outcomes of the 
workshop and proposed changes to 
work-based assessment will be shared 
in due course.

The Board considered a business plan 
for a RANZCO Ophthalmic Assistant 
Training Program at its 22 May 
meeting. Watch this space for news 
about developments in this area.

INTRODUCING NEW STAFF
Ms Erin Keech, who many of you may 
have spoken with either at reception 
or in her role as an Education Support 
Officer, resigned in late February to 
join the La Trobe University, Sydney 
Campus administration team. I 
would like to record my thanks for 
her friendly and efficient service at 
RANZCO.

It is my pleasure to introduce three 
new members of the Education and 
Training team. Mr James McInnes 
took up the position of Coordinator, 
International Medical Graduates and 
Area of Need in February. Ms Felicity 
Tripolone, one of two new Education 
Support Officers, is supporting 
examination administration and 
mastering training post inspection 
logistics. Ms Diana Russino 
commenced in early May and will 
fill the other Education Support 
Officer role. Welcome to these three 
administration professionals.

Dr Mark Renehan
Censor-in-Chief

Censor-in-Chief’s Update           

“The work of the inspectors 
– Dr Peter O’Connor and 
his team – enable a key 
quality assurance process 
in the Vocational Training 
Program.”
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There have been many changes in the 
two years since the plan was developed, 
and it is pleasing to note that in every 
area bar one there has been much 
activity.  The outstanding issue is the 
development of a clear position on 
Aboriginal, Māori and Torres Strait 
Islander eye health.   
This is not to say we have been  
inactive in this area, far from it.  
RANZCO’s Indigenous committee 
continues to meet regularly and look 
to make improvements where possible.  
We are actively assisting Northern 
Territory Health in the redevelopment 
of Royal Darwin Hospital Eye Clinic 
and advocating for improvements 
in Alice Springs, both of which see 
many Indigenous patients.  We are 
active with the Vision2020 Indigenous 
Committee, and I recently attended a 
lobbying meeting with Senator Fiona 
Nash, seeking more for the whole 
eye sector.  But we still do not have 
a clear position, particularly in New 
Zealand.  This, however, will come as 
we continue to work with the many 
ophthalmologists and allied health 
professionals involved in Indigenous 
health.

With respect to the 30 other points in 
the Strategic Plan, I believe we have 
been very successful.  

Many Fellows have spent countless 
hours assisting staff across a broad 
spread of initiatives.  The key 
developments that spring to mind are: 
development of the RANZCO Clinical 
Audit Tool; workshops for trainee 
supervisors and selection committees; 
upgrade of the Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) management 
system; support of the Ophthalmic 

Research Institute of Australia 
research funding; development of a 
range of new committees developing 
policy and standards crucial to 
the environment in which we now 
operate; signing a Memorandum of 
Understanding with a number of 
international agencies and societies; 
and a successful campaign to ensure 
best glaucoma patient care. 

Dr Hessom Razavi, Mr Stephen Jones MP and Dr David Andrews.

Chief Executive 
Officer’s Update
As I was preparing for the June Council meeting I reflected on  
the RANZCO Strategic Plan, which is due for review in 2016.   

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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Underpinning all this is the continued 
drive to ensure RANZCO produces the 
best possible ophthalmologists and 
that everyone maintains an appropriate 
skill level.  Our Qualification and 
Education Committee oversees, by 
far, the largest group of committees 
containing many dedicated Fellows.  
Without this support from Fellowship, 
the Vocational Training Program as it 
is could not exist.  With this in mind 
the Education and Training team are 
always looking to improve processes, 
make life easier for all, ensure our 
Trainees undertake appropriate 
selection processes and receive the 
best possible support and training 
opportunities.  After years of service 
which saw an increase in CPD offerings 
and improved reporting tools, Dr Peter 
Macken has passed the baton as Chair 
of the CPD Committee to Dr Suki 
Sandhu.  Suki and the whole committee 
are conscious that CPD is probably 
the most important membership 
service provided post-training and 

are committed to ensuring it remains 
interesting, compliant with regulations 
and easy to access. 

All this can be stressful at times for 
RANZCO staff, Fellows and Trainees, 
most of whom are doing it on top of 
their clinical work.  The RANZCO Board 
feel that more can be done to ensure 
the system keeps working smoothly.  
With this in mind RANZCO has started 
an Employee Assistance Program 
through Converge International.  This 
program, despite the name, is extended 

to all Trainees, RANZCO members, 
staff and their immediate families.  
The RANZCO Benevolent Fund have 
generously agreed to support the 
program financially.  Details can be 
found on the members section of the 
RANZCO website.  In short, at no cost 
to you or your immediate family, you 
can access a network of providers to 
assist with a broad range of personal 
and work-related issues, not just stress, 
but things such as conflict, financial 
management and lifestyle choices.   
I urge anyone in need of the support, 
which is provided on a confidential 
basis with no reference of any names 
back to RANZCO, to use this service.  

I look forward to working over the 
next year with the Board, Council 
and the wide range of committees on 
developing a new strategic plan, which 
will be focussing on where RANZCO 
wants to be in 2020.  

Dr David Andrews
CEO

Chief Executive Officer’s Update         

“RANZCO’s Indigenous 
committee continues to 
meet regularly and look to 
make improvements where 
possible. ”
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SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA
Chair: Dr Garry Davis
Hon Secretary: Dr John Landers
Hon Treasurer: Dr John Landers

A successful and enjoyable State 
Branch meeting was held at the 
Sanctuary at the Adelaide Zoo on  
28–29 March. Visiting speakers  
Drs Tony Hall and Lyndell Lim provided 
an excellent overview of inflammatory 
eye disease, supported by local 
speakers. 

Over 70 registrants attended the 
plenary sessions, in addition to an 
excellent Alcon breakfast session 
presented by Dr David Lubeck from 
Chicago. RANZCO President,  
Dr Brad Horsburgh, spoke on the 
rationale behind the proposed changes 
to the College Constitution, and  
Dr Suki Singh convened a Continuing 
Professional Development session 
where Fellows presented their latest 
audits. The Conference Dinner, 
held at the Hill of Grace restaurant 
at the refurbished Adelaide Oval, 
was thoroughly enjoyed by over 85 
delegates and partners. Thanks go to 
Lejla and Janine from SEED Events 
for providing seamless support to the 
organising committee, to the industry 
sponsors who provided generous 
financial support and to the staff of the 
Sanctuary at the Zoo.

The new Royal Adelaide Hospital, due 
to open next year, and the broader 
agenda of Transforming Health, 
released by the state government 
earlier this year, continues to dominate 
the medico-political landscape in South 
Australia. The new hospital is likely to 
have a small eye department, and the 
official position of the government is 
to develop a separate Eye Centre at the 
Modbury Hospital, over 16 km to the 
north-east of the new Royal Adelaide 
Hospital. The branch is supporting 
the Royal Adelaide Hospital Eye 
Department in advocating for a more 
appropriate alternative location. There 
will be implications for training and 
accreditation which will become clearer 
as more detail comes to light.

Dr Garry Davis 
SA Branch Chair

NEW SOUTH 
WALES
Chair: Dr Tasha Micheli
Hon Secretary: Dr Kim Frumar
Hon Treasurer: Dr Andrew Chang

A reminder to all Fellows that the 2015 
NSW Annual Scientific Meeting is being 
held in conjunction with the 9th Asia-
Pacific Vitreo-Retina Society Congress,  
from 31 July to 2 August located at the 
Hilton, Sydney.  The 2.5 day program 
will cover topics on vitreo-retinal 
vascular, inflammatory, degenerative 
and oncological diseases, particularly 
those relevant to the Asia-Pacific 
region.  Program highlights will include 
new data of clinical trials of new drugs 
and new techniques.  

“Over 70 registrants attended 
plenary sessions. ” Delegates at the South Australian Branch Meeting.

Eye to Eye Winter 2015

Branch 
Updates
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The Congress Gala Dinner on Saturday,  
1 August at the Lighthouse Gallery, 
Australian Maritime Museum, Darling 
Harbour promises to be a delightful 
dining experience, with the unique 
opportunity to board the HMAS 
Vampire, an ex-Naval destroyer.  Online 
registration is at:  www.2015.apvrs.org 

Next year’s NSW Annual Scientific 
Meeting will be held from 18-19 March 
2016, back in the lovely Hunter Valley at 
the Crowne Plaza Hotel.  The organising 
committee is currently in the process 
of developing the Scientific Program 
which promises to be very relevant to 
topical issues.  Further details will be 
published in the next few weeks.

Dr Tasha Micheli
NSW Branch Chair

WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA
Chair: Dr Nigel Morlet
Hon Secretary: Dr David Delahunty
Hon Treasurer: Dr Rob Paul

Following on from the successful 
establishment of a combined inter-
hospital clinical meeting convened, 
by Drs Jo Richards and Mei-Ling Tay 
Kearney from Royal Perth Hospital last 
year, the Branch has scheduled this 
year’s one day Inter-Hospitals ‘Grand 
Round’ Meeting for Friday, 10 July.  The 
general aim of the meeting is to explore 
the interface between ophthalmology 
and the rest of medical practice rather 
than ophthalmic practice in isolation.

This year the meeting will cover neuro-
ophthalmology, and the convenors are 
Drs Vignesh Raja (Department Head 
at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital) and 
Jane Lock.  Again the meeting will 
include a state-wide audit activity 
on neuroradiology use, as last year’s 
audit on Plaquenil screening by Jo was 
particularly successful.

We are fortunate to have a good 
array of talent presenting and will 
cover a diverse array of topics from 
neuro-genetic conditions, the latest in 
neuroprotection, through to the latest 
in interventional radiology and the 
surgical management of idiopathic 
intracranial hypertension.  The Branch 
Annual General Meeting will follow the 
meeting at the end of the day.

Fellows of the Branch were all shocked 
at the news of Dr Andrew Stewart’s 

accident which, of necessity, has 
prompted his untimely retirement. 
We will miss his dynamic contribution 
to the College’s activities.  We are all 
hoping he will make a speedy recovery 
and be able to return home soon.

We have just received the WA Health 
Department’s Medical Manpower 
report, which estimates ophthalmic 
services will be understaffed by 
consultants from next year onwards, 
reaching a critical shortage by 
2020.  We understand that there are 
staff allocations currently available 
at Fremantle Hospital, but no 
appointments are possible while the 
necessary infrastructure (primarily 
theatre time) is not in place.  The 
opening of the Fiona Stanley Hospital 
has stretched capability of the Health 
Department, and necessary planning 
and resource allocation along with 
expanding the number of training 
positions is still uncertain at present.

The members of the Branch Executive 
have been busy representing RANZCO 
of late.  The Royal Australasian College 
of Surgeons Annual Scientific Congress 
was held in Perth from 4 to 8 May  
and our Branch Treasurer  
Dr Rob Paul represented the College at 
their Convocation and Syme Lecture on  
4 May. The College was represented  
at the Post Graduate Council Expo by  
Mr Richard Gairdner and Dr Jane 
Kahn, and by Ms Jane Lock and  
Dr Jamie Chew at the Australasian 
Students’ Surgical Conference.

Dr Nigel Morlet
WA Branch Chair

Sydney Harbour Perth

“Next year’s NSW Annual 
Scientific Meeting will be 
held from 18-19 March 2016, 
back in the lovely Hunter 
Valley at the Crowne Plaza 
Hotel.”

“This year the meeting will 
cover neuro-ophthalmology.”

Branch Updates          
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NEW ZEALAND 
BRANCH
Chair: Dr James Borthwick
Hon Secretary: Dr Stephen Ng
Hon Treasurer: Dr Andrea Vincent

Drs Brad Horsburgh, David Andrews, 
Jim Borthwick, Stephen Ng and  
Mr Cameron McIver met with the new 
Minister of Health, Hon Dr Jonathan 
Coleman, in his office in the Beehive on 
12 March.  

Topics covered were:
• Access to treatment for macular 

degeneration diabetes with anti-
vascular endothelial growth factor 
treatment.

• Clinical priority access criteria 
for cataract now being rolled out 
across the country.

• Our concern of optometrists 
prescribing for treatment of 
glaucoma.

• Our concerns with the Ministry of 
Health criteria for patients having 
to be seen within four months.

The Minister was attentive and 
interested in what we had to present 
and this has led to ongoing meetings 
with the Ministry and Health 
Workforce New Zealand about these 
issues.

Two different events occurred from 
farewelling Dr Gordon Sanderson after 

working for 42 years in the Ophthalmic 
Department in Dunedin.  The first was 
held at Larnach Castle in Dunedin 
featuring kilts, haggis, fine food and 
drink and many humorous anecdotes 
about Gordon.  On 10 March a seminar 
and dinner was held for Gordon’s 
farewell hosted by the University of 
Auckland.  The seminar featured a 
variety of speakers from New Zealand 
and Australia and was finished with 
Gordon giving a reflection of his 44 
years in optometry and ophthalmology 
in New Zealand.   

We wish him well in his retirement and 
lots of joy with catch and release fly 
fishing.  

Macular Degeneration New Zealand 
had a very successful charity race day 
at Ellerslie, Auckland in February.  Over 
400 guests attended and were treated 
to an extravaganza of horse racing, 
delicious food and entertainment 
overlooking the race track.  Nearly 
$45,000 was raised for the Macular 
Degeneration New Zealand charity.   

Dr James Borthwick
NZ Branch Chair

QUEENSLAND 
BRANCH
Chair: Dr Rowan Porter
Hon Secretary: Dr Anil Sharma
Hon Treasurer: Dr Russell Perrin

Queensland ophthalmology has 
enjoyed unprecedented attention 
from the Queensland government and 
now we are working to maintain that 
momentum with the new government.

Indigenous ophthalmology in 
regional and remote Queensland 
has benefited from the IDEAS Van 
(mobile ophthalmology clinic). A 
successful first year of operation was 
celebrated with a reception hosted 
by the State Health Minister for 20 
ophthalmologists who have worked on 
the Van. This clinic has been partnered 
with a statewide Indigenous diabetic 
photo-screening program headed by 
Prof Paul Mitchell, consisting of 35 
cameras between 51 clinics including 
five cameras operated by the Royal 
Flying Doctor Service. This ‘store and 
send telehealth’ will in addition soon 
have a trial of ‘synchronous telehealth’ 
endocrinology clinics in eight remote 
sites hosted by the Princess Alexandra 
Hospital.

A mobile surgical vehicle for remote 
Queensland is on hold as a review of 
the model developed by the previous 
government continues.

RANZCO Fellows and others at Dr Gordon Sanderson’s farewell, photograph courtesy of New Zealand Optics.

“Nearly $45,000 was raised for 
the Macular Degeneration 
New Zealand charity.”

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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Queensland ophthalmology 
departments have suffered chronic 
neglect with little growth in the last 
20 years, despite being located in the 
fastest growing part of Australia. 
Regional Queensland has fared worse 
with no public ophthalmologists from 
Noosa to Townsville until last year. 
Several initiatives by the Queensland 
government have been launched 
in the last 12 months to address 
this deficiency in the public sector 
workforce.

A private contract was granted to 
restore a public ophthalmology 
service to Rockhampton. The scope 
and workforce for this vital service to 
central Queensland is being boosted 
with a full-time ophthalmologist 
starting this year.

The 11,000 patients waiting longer than 
a year to see a public ophthalmologist 
in Queensland, known as ‘the 
waiting list for the waiting list’, has 
been addressed with four private 
contracts last year. Patients who were 
contactable or still required treatment 
have been managed in the private 
sector successfully despite a variety of 
challenges.

The ‘criteria for categorisation’ that 
determines the scope of Queensland 
Public Hospitals and prioritises access 
using clinical criteria is being reviewed 
and standardised state-wide so those 
most in need can access the limited 
public hospital services in Queensland.

The health department recognises 
the value of a centre of excellence for 
highly specialised services, such as 
electrophysiology, and is prepared to 
fund outsourcing these services to a 
private institute.

The RANZCO (Qld) committee 
recognises its core business is 

promoting a healthy ophthalmology 
training program which grows to 
meet workforce needs in collaboration 
with the Health Department. Our 
committee has been invited to meet 
with the health minister a few times 
a year to maintain the momentum 
with the new government. Meeting 
workforce needs requires a long-term 
commitment from both parties to train 
and retain ophthalmologists in the 
public hospital system.

Two registrars, Drs Michael Hogden 
and Katie Chen, were awarded the 
inaugural RANZCO (Qld) overseas 
training scholarships with the hope 
that RANZCO (Qld) and Queensland 
Health can work to help fulfil their 
community goals when they return. 

Ultimately, a healthy training program 
and public hospital system will 
reduce a variety of persistent issues in 
Queensland ophthalmology such as 
the need for overseas graduates, scope 
of practice litigation and the need for 
private contracting of public work.

Dr Rowan Porter
Qld Branch Chair

The I.D.E.A.S Van at Mount Isa.

“The health department 
recognises the value of a 
centre of excellence for highly 
specialised services, such 
as electrophysiology, and is 
prepared to fund outsourcing 
these services to a private 
institute.”

Branch Updates           
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THE FUTURE 
OF RANZCO 
CONTINUING 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
RANZCO’s Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) program is 
endorsed by the Australian Health 
Practitioner Regulation Agency 
(AHPRA) and the Medical Council 
of New Zealand and serves as a 
comprehensive way for Fellows to 
meet this important condition of 
medical registration. 

RANZCO regards CPD as more than 
just an activity to meet regulatory 
requirements. CPD serves to ensure 
Fellows are up to date with the latest 

in clinical care and research outcomes. 
It aims to bring Fellows together to 
discuss best practice in all facets of 
the profession and is also a means 
of showing all those within and 
outside of the College that we take 
professionalism seriously.

The RANZCO CPD program 
continues to evolve to meet 
the needs of Fellows. Notable 
achievements in the last year 
include:

• Launch of the RANZCO 
Clinical Audit Tool (RCAT);

• Additional approved activities 
in the CPD Framework;

• Audit sessions at RANZCO 
meetings;

• Increased resources featured 
on the RANZCO website and 
Moodle;

• Reminder system to assist 
Fellows with CPD reporting; 
and

• Updated policies published to 
the RANZCO website

INTRODUCING YOUR 
NEW CPD COMMITTEE 
CHAIR  
– DR SUKPHAL SANDHU
Dr Sukhpal Sandhu took over as Chair 
of the CPD Committee when Dr Peter 
Macken stepped down in November 
2014; Sukhpal (Suki) was the Victorian 
CPD representative prior to this.  Suki 
comes to the role of Chair with much 

experience and a continuing interest 
in doctors’ education and professional 
development.     

“Firstly, I would like to acknowledge 
and thank all the hard work done 
by Heather Mack and the outgoing 
chair, Peter Macken, together with 
the members of the CPD committee 
past and present, in developing our 
CPD program. I’ve had a keen interest 
in the professional development of 
doctors from an early stage in my 
specialist training, with a position on 
the specialist training committee as the 
registrar representative. This exposed 
me to detailed discussions of training 
and ongoing medical education.”

Suki recognises the importance of CPD 
and how it relates to professionalism, 
as it is about maintaining all of the 
Fellows’ skills while delivering high 
quality healthcare to the patient, 
which is of course at the centre of the 
profession.  “My key principles are 
that we are responsible for our own 
education and our own CPD. Many  
of these aspects include skills that we 
have acquired over time, and more so 
since we have graduated.  One of the 

“It is about maintaining all 
of the Fellows’ skills while 
delivering high quality 
healthcare to the patient”

Dr Sukphal Sandhu

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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principal things I am passionate about 
is reflective practice.  This involves a 
process of audit where a Fellow looks 
at their own practice: ‘Am I doing 
as well as I think I am doing?’ This 
is in comparison to local, national 
and international standards. There 
are many other facets of reflective 
practice in CPD, and learning from 
cases encountered which may have 
been difficult to manage, medically or 
surgically, and office record reviews are 
other examples.”

Suki is keen to get younger Fellows 
more involved in CPD as they will be 
the ones running the CPD program 
in the future.  “A lot of our younger 
Fellows are coming from various 
environments and sub-specialty 
fellowships, whether nationally or 
internationally, so they have been 
exposed to different healthcare 
settings and systems and have been 
engaging in working environments 
that may have valuable facets of 
CPD that could be shared.  I think 
it is important that we also engage 
those in senior registrar positions 
and I am keen to train registrars 
to adopt processes of professional 
development to help them in the 
future with the ever changing field of 
CPD for when they become qualified 
ophthalmologists. I believe that our 
senior trainees already incorporate 
some CPD and through the use of tools 
such as RCAT, this will develop further 
so that when they do graduate as 
Fellows, the CPD process will not be a 
shock, but a natural transition.”

The Medical Board of Australia 
commenced an audit of medical 
practitioners’ CPD claims in February 

2015 for the 2014 CPD year. In order 
to assist Fellows to be prepared for 
regulatory audit, the CPD Committee 
recently agreed to move the CPD Diary 
deadline forward to 31 January each 
year. Reminders will be sent to Fellows 
with plenty of time to report their CPD 
activities by the deadline.

SPOTLIGHT ON PEER REVIEW 
PRACTICE VISITS
Ophthalmologists may undertake 
a peer review practice visit as an 
alternative to formal audit of surgical 
or medical care. Fellows can claim 30 
Clinical Expertise Level Two points as 
either a host or a visitor.

Peer review practice visits occur 
between peers and are confidential. 
Results and recommendations are 
NOT reported to RANZCO, the Medical 
Board for the Fellow’s state or country, 
or other organisations.

The Peer Review Practice Visit Guide 
outlines the process for both the host 
and the visitor. RANZCO has also 
developed templates to assist Fellows 
in preparing for and conducting peer 
review practice visits.

Ophthalmologists require a wide 
range of skills, knowledge, attitudes 
and attributes that are part of being 
a medical professional. All of these 
skills are not assessable during every 
peer review practice visit. The Good 
Medical Practice template provides 
an assessment framework, as well as 
suggested standards and examples of 
supporting evidence.

While the types of patients seen and 
the problems they present will vary 
between ophthalmologists, there are 
commonalities to good patient care. 
Office record reviews incorporate 
different patient encounters including, 
where appropriate:

• New surgical patient and 
preoperative management and 
processes (e.g. new cataract patient).

• New medical patient (e.g. new 
patient with iritis, ischaemic optic 
neuropathy).

• Management of patients with 
chronic conditions (e.g. glaucoma).

• Postoperative management and 
follow-up.

Medical record quality can be 
assessed separately incorporating 
an assessment of basic medical 
record keeping, patient management 
tools, results reviewing and can be 
translated to assessments of electronic 
medical record systems, if used.

After completion of the assessment 
and feedback has been given to 
the host, both Fellows are asked to 
complete a Confirmation of Practice 
Visit form as well as an evaluation 
form, and returned to the RANZCO 
CPD Secretariat. Feedback is 
appreciated and will be used to fine 
tune the activity.

Guides and templates are provided 
to support this activity in the CPD 
section of the website, under ‘CPD 
Resources and Tools’.

Suki shares his insights as to why this 
is an area he would like to develop 
for RANZCO in the next few years: 
“I think that peer practice review is 
something that remains unchartered 
by medical professionals and yet, one 
of the crucial areas of exploration 
as there is so much to be learnt 
from one another. The strategy is 
to spend time with colleagues and 
experience peer practice in a carefully 
structured way.  I want to go and 
watch somebody operate and hope 
to learn something, and I want them 
to come and watch me operate, and 
hope to learn something!  I think that 
the medical board will push for this in 
the future and if we at RANZCO are 
proactive and encourage each other 
to participate in this type of activity, 
to experience the value and benefits, 
then it will naturally fit into our CPD, 
probably in a regular cyclical way. 
Maybe something we do every three or 
five years.”

“Meeting with our peers regularly 
for didactic educational meetings 
is important. Making effort to 
specifically meet for reflective practice, 
audit feedback and peer review 
practice visits can only enhance our 
continuing professional development, 
and sharing of ideas and processes is 
an important part of this. I encourage 
all Fellows to help each other in these 
ways… be a Fellow to your Fellows.” 

“ Guides and templates are 
provided to support this 
activity in the CPD section 
of the website, under ‘CPD 
Resources and Tools.”

Member Updates           
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A number of hints have been included 
below to help Fellows navigate the 
Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) program.

1. WHAT ARE MY CPD 
REQUIREMENTS?

• Fellow – a minimum of 80 points 
per year including 30 points from 
Clinical Expertise Level 2.

• Part-time Fellow – a minimum of 
50 CPD points per year.

• Overseas Fellow – a minimum of 
80 points per year including 30 
points from Clinical Expertise 
Level 2. CPD programs from local 
jurisdictions may be considered 
equivalent to the RANZCO 
program on a case-by-case basis.

2. HOW DO I ENSURE MY 
CPD ACTIVITIES ARE 
MEANINGFUL AND 
MEET THE REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS?
The Medical Board of Australia 
recommends, and the Medical 
Council of New Zealand requires, 
that doctors participate in 
reflective practice in order to 
identify areas  
to improve practice, therefore 
leading to better patient outcomes. 
The RANZCO CPD Program has 
been structured to ensure that 
Fellows meet their regulatory 
requirements.

The CPD Program framework is 
designed to help Fellows adopt a 
structured approach to planning 
their CPD. Fellows have the 
opportunity to gain points in  
three CPD categories – ‘Clinical 
Expertise’, ‘Risk Management 
and Clinical Governance’, and 
‘Professional Values’ –  reflecting  
the seven key roles and attributes 
of a specialist ophthalmologist. 
Fellows also have the opportunity  
to demonstrate two levels of 
learning achieved through their 
CPD activities. It is recommended 
that Fellows complete activities 
from all three CPD categories.

7 KEY ROLES/ATTRIBUTES OF A  
SPECIALIST OPHTHALMOLOGIST 3 CPD CATEGORIES 2 LEVELS

1.    Medical Expert/Clinical Decision Maker Category 1: Clinical Expertise Level 1 Level 2

2.    Communicator
3.    Manager

Category 2: Risk Management and 
Clinical Governance Level 1 Level 2

4.    Collaborator
5.    Health Advocate
6.    Scholar
7.    Professional

Category 3: Professional Values Level 1 Level 2

Level 1 activities include more 
traditional, passive activities such 
as lectures, conferences and journal 
reading.

Level 2 activities are designed to help 
participants apply the concepts that 
they learn in practice such as clinical 
audit, participative workshops and 
patient satisfaction surveys.

More information regarding the CPD 
framework is available on the CPD 
section of the RANZCO website, along 
with a number of templates and guides 
developed with a view to enhancing the 
quality of your CPD activities.

A personal development plan template 
is also available on the website and 
is designed to assist Fellows to plan 
and review their CPD activities in a 
structured manner.

3. HOW DO I ACCESS THE 
CPD DIARY (AND WHAT IF 
I CAN’T REMEMBER MY 
PASSWORD)?
Once you have logged in, there 
are links to the CPD Diary on the 
website dashboard, under ‘Quick 
Links’ and in the CPD section.

Once you are in the CPD Diary, 
there is a range of resources to 
assist you in navigating the system 
and the program framework.

HELP WITH CPD IS HERE WITH SOME HANDY HINTS

Member Updates           
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Return to CPD Diary homepage

View activities entered for any CPD period and edit 
activities from the current period

Comprehensive explanation of the framework and activities

Concise explanation of the framework

Comprehensive explanation of how to conduct  
surgical audits and peer review

How to enter, delete and review activities

Events, online modules, audit tools, templates, guides etc. 
relating to CPD

If you have entered CPD points in the current period, clicking on the ‘Letter of Participation’ button will generate a letter you 
can use to show that you are participating in the CPD program. If you require a letter of good standing, please contact us.

If you can’t remember your username or password, please contact us at ranzco@ranzco.edu or 02 9690 1001 and we will reset it 
for you.

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN ALSO OBTAIN A LETTER OF PARTICIPATION IN CPD FROM YOUR 
DASHBOARD AND FROM WITHIN THE CPD DIARY? 

If you need a certificate of good standing, please contact us at ranzco@ranzco.edu or 02 9690 1001.
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4. What if RANZCO audits 
me?
The RANZCO CPD program runs 
on a basis of trust and it is assumed 
that Fellows will participate in 
CPD activities and keep relevant 
records. A sampling of up to 5% of 
the Fellowship is audited on the 
accuracy of their CPD returns, 
compliance with requirements 
and relevance of activities claimed. 
Fellows who do not report their 
activities by the CPD Diary 
deadline are automatically selected 
for verification audit, with the 
remaining participants selected at 
random. Fellows who are selected 
for audit are exempted from audit 
for the next CPD period providing 
they report their activities before 
the deadline.

The CPD program runs on the 
assumption that Fellows can be 
trusted to undertake CPD and 
keep relevant records, without the 

need to ‘prove’ or submit records 
for each activity undertaken to the 
RANZCO CPD Secretariat. Instead, 
we conduct random audits to 
confirm Fellows’ records. A similar 
approach is taken by Medicare 
Australia, which does not seek 
proof of each consultation, but may 
audit records.

Audit of participants is also a 
necessary component of ongoing 
evaluation of the RANZCO CPD 
Program, to continually improve 
the Program and be relevant to 
Fellows’ clinical practice.

Fellows selected for verification 
audit need to submit 
documentation and evidence to 
support their CPD claims. The 
requirements are listed in the CPD 
Handbook. If you don’t keep your 
records electronically or in any 
particular filing system, it would 
be prudent each year to regularly 
review your records and ‘put things 
in order’ (e.g. every one, two or six 

months), rather like for an annual 
tax return. Fellows need only to 
provide evidence for the minimum 
requirements, however it may be 
prudent to submit evidence to 
support claims slightly over the 
minimum credit requirements, in 
case some of your claims are found 
to be invalid.

Evidence can include attendance 
certificates, audit summary, 
diary notes, presentations, letters 
etc. Anything that provides 
documentary support to CPD 
claims will suffice.

5. What if the regulator 
audits me?
The Medical Board of Australia 
and the Medical Council of New 
Zealand may also audit Fellows’ 
annual declaration that they have 
met the CPD standard set by 
RANZCO. If you are subject to an 
audit by a regulator, please contact 
us at ranzco@ranzco.edu or 02 9690 
1001 for assistance.

PRACTICE ACCREDITATION UPDATE
RANZCO is developing resources to 
support ophthalmology practices 
to undergo accreditation in both 
Australia and New Zealand. A 
consultant has been engaged to assist 
with this process and we aim to launch 
the practice accreditation program at 
Congress in November.

WHAT IS ACCREDITATION?
Accreditation is independent 
recognition that an organisation, 
program, product or activity meets 
the requirements of defined criteria 
or standards. Accreditation provides 
assurance for owners, managers, staff, 
funding bodies and consumers about 
quality and performance.

RANZCO has partnered with Quality 
Innovation Performance (QIP) to offer 
an accreditation service to Fellows. The 
10 standards that QIP measure against 
are the National Safety and Quality 
Health Service Standards, developed 
by the Australian Commission on 

Safety and Quality in Health Care to 
improve the quality of health service 
provision in Australia:

1. Governance for Safety and Quality 
in Health Service Organisations;

2. Partnering with Consumers;
3. Preventing and Controlling 

Healthcare Associated Infections;
4. Medication Safety;
5. Patient Identification and 

Procedure Matching;
6. Clinical Handover;
7. Blood and Blood Products;
8. Preventing and Managing 

Pressure Injuries;
9. Recognising and Responding to 

Clinical Deterioration in Acute 
Health Care;

10. Preventing Falls and Harm from 
Falls.

Not all Standards will be applicable 
to all practices, for example, most 
ophthalmology practices wouldn’t find 
Standard 7 relevant. 

BENEFITS OF ACCREDITATION
Accreditation aims to improve patient 
health outcomes by ensuring national 
standards of safety and quality are 
applied to ophthalmology practices. 
The benefits of such a scheme include:

• risk reduction and effective risk 
management;

• improved efficiency;

• improved practice environment; 

• increased recognition from 
patients and the community;

• improved patient safety;

• patient assurance that a high level 
of care is provided;

• building a culture of quality in the 
practice environment;

• developing staff skills and 
engaging the practice team in 
continuous quality improvement.
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1. REGISTRATION: Ophthalmology 
practices register for accreditation 
via the QIP website, completing the 
Client Service Agreement and paying 
the accreditation fee. Practices receive 
a Welcome Pack which includes 
support resources for accreditation. 
Registration is valid for 12 months.

2. SELF-ASSESSMENT: Self-
assessment engages ophthalmology 
practices in the accreditation process 
and provides a structured framework 
for internal review using QIP’s web-
based application AccreditationPro, 
a simple, user-friendly step by step 
process.

3. APPLICATION: When 
ophthalmology practices have 
completed the self-assessment and can 
show achievement through the range 
of acceptable evidence sources, they 
submit their online application to QIP.

4. ASSESSMENT: Assessment is 
undertaken via desktop assessment by 
an experienced assessor who compiles 

a report, which includes a rating for 
each Standard, as well as narrative 
commentary or recommended 
improvements (as applicable). Each 
Standard will be rated ‘met’ or ‘not 
met’.

5. DECISION: Ophthalmology 
practices are granted accreditation 
where full compliance is demonstrated 
with the National Safety and Quality 
Health Service Standards. QIP’s 
accreditation decision-making 
process incorporates a process of 
natural justice wherein the practice 
is provided with the opportunity to 
review and comment on the assessor’s 
report where he/she has identified 
non-compliance. Any responses or 
submission provided by the practice 
is considered in the accreditation 
decision-making process. Accreditation 
is awarded for a period of three years 
from the date of the accreditation 
decision. QIP accredited practices 
receive a framed A3 certificate, 
accreditation report, decals and 

marketing materials. Details of 
accredited ophthalmology practices 
are published on QIP’s website, which 
is accessible to the general public.

6. MONITORING: Ophthalmology 
practices awarded accreditation 
will maintain their compliance 
by submitting a mid-cycle report 
against their quality improvement 
plan 18 months after the date of their 
accreditation.ORE INFORMATION

Further information will be 
provided to Fellows as the 

program is developed,  
however please contact  

Ms Tanya Parsons, Manager, 
Professional Standards and  
CPD, at ranzco@ranzco.edu  

or 02 9690 1001

REGISTRATION

SELF- 
ASSESSMENT

APPLICATIONASSESSMENT

DECISION

MONITORING

1

2

34

5

6

ACCREDITATION 
PROCESS STEPS
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MEMBERSHIP FEES
RANZCO’s membership structure is designed 
to match the regulatory requirements 
placed on Fellows by the Australian Health 
Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA)
and the Medical Council of New Zealand. 
We must also be cognisant of the relatively 
small body of Fellows we have and the need 
to maintain an easy to follow structure. As 
this years invoices go out, please ensure 
you contact us if you feel the membership 
category you are identified as being in does 
not match your situation. Some things to 
note:

• If you are a recent graduate and working 
overseas, you may be classified as Young 
Overseas Study. 

• If you’re more than 10 years out from 
graduation and working overseas on 
a full-time basis, you are classified as 
an Overseas Fellow. In 2014 the Board 
responded to requests from Overseas 
Fellows to lower the membership fee to 
reflect that they rarely access the same 
resources as their Australian and New 
Zealand counterparts, notably they 
are usually absent from the Annual 
Scientific Congress. This reduction in fee 
is included in this year’s Rates Brochure.

• For Fellows in Australia and New 
Zealand who are working on a part-time 
basis, RANZCO offers several part-time 
categories. Australian Fellows should 
note their status with AHPRA as either 
Generalist or Specialist when asking 
the College about becoming a Part-time 
Fellow. We need to ensure your status 
with AHPRA is reflected in your part-
time status with the College so you are 
accessing the requisite number of CPD 
points.

• Finally, if you are taking long-term time 
off due to family commitments or illness, 
please let us know at your earliest 
convenience. 

RANZCO is your membership body; the 
membership fees we collect enable the 
College to carry out its core activities and 
to assist all Fellows in meeting regulatory 
requirements and maintaining the high 
standards associated with the profession,  
be it locally or overseas.

ORTHOPTICS AUSTRALIA
Today, the eye health care team consists of a 
multidisciplinary group of professionals with 
orthoptists and ophthalmologists working  
closely together to create a streamlined service  
of high quality care.  
Whether it be in a private clinic or public hospital setting, orthoptists 
and ophthalmologists work collaboratively and discuss eye pathology 
and disease and the best treatment and outcomes for their patients. 
As the patient journey involves seeing both an orthoptist and 
ophthalmologist during their appointment, this partnership between 
professionals is vital. 

The role of the orthoptist is continually changing and adapting to 
meet the needs of the increasing and ageing population. Orthoptic 
scope of practice and their skill sets are developing to manage and 
treat not only paediatric patients with strabismus and amblyopia, but 
for the older population suffering from conditions such as diabetic 
retinopathy and cataract. This change in role will no doubt allow 
ophthalmologists to attend to more advanced ocular conditions  
and perform more medical and surgical procedures for patients in  
the future.

RANZCO’s association with orthoptists is continually growing. We 
have recently seen a new offering from RANZCO, inviting Orthoptics 
Australia members to join as an Orthoptic Associate Member. 
Members will see a significantly reduced price compared to non-
Orthoptic Australia members. Upon joining, members have access to 
the Eye to Eye, website resources, online access to RANZCO’s Medline 
database and the American Academy of Ophthalmology’s ONE 
Network. This is an exciting development and marks the start of a 
closer relationship between RANZCO and Orthoptics Australia and 
acknowledges the important role orthoptists play in the eye health 
care professional team.

Ms Allanah Crameri
Orthoptics Australia PR Coordinator
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POLICY AND ADVOCACY MATTERS
MEDICARE ADVISORY 
UPDATE
RANZCO met with the 
Department of Health and 
Department of Human 
Services (Medicare) on 
Monday, 20 April 2015, and 
discussed a range of issues 
including consultation item 
numbers, compliance issues 
and Medicare audits.

The article on the next page "What 
you need to know about Medicare 
compliance" has been prepared by 
the Department of Human Services. 
This article outlines the types of 
audits/compliance activities being 
undertaken by the Department, their 
purpose and how Fellows may obtain 
further information in the event 
that they are involved with the audit 
process. Any Fellows who are advised 
of an audit should contact their 
Medical Defence Organisation  
for advice, and may also contact 
RANZCO for information by  
emailing Mr Gerhard Schlenther,  
gschlenther@ranzco.edu or  
calling the RANZCO office.

I am aware that RANZCO has received 
a number of enquiries about the use 
of items 104 and 105 for patients seeing 
ophthalmologists on second and 
subsequent occasions. Fellows should 
note:

• items 104 and 105 apply 
to all specialists, not just 
ophthalmologists, this is a much 
broader issue and requires major 
consultation with the profession in 
general.

• as a general rule, the overriding 
principle is that of the definition 
of a "single course of treatment", 
rather than simply the duration of 
referral (which may be a variable 
interval from three months to 
indefinite).

• The purpose of a new referral is not 
to define whether 104 or 105 is used, 
but to ensure that patients receive 
a Medicare rebate at a specialist 
(referred) level rather than a GP 
level.

There will continue to be ‘grey areas’ 
in interpretation of the Medicare 
Benefits Schedule (MBS) with regard 
to consultations. RANZCO will work 
with the Department of Health to try 
to remove uncertainty and ambiguity 
in these interpretations, but this 
is a longer-term project. Further 
information and clarification will be 
provided when it comes to hand.

As most of you will be aware, the 
Health Minister recently announced a 
review of the entire MBS. This involves 
review of more than 5500 services 
provided under the MBS. To put this in 
context, there are currently 160 items 
(18 diagnostic and 142 therapeutic) 
in the ophthalmology sections of 
the Schedule. In 2010, a review of 
existing MBS ophthalmology items 
commenced under the MBS Quality 
Framework, and this continued under 
the Comprehensive Management 
Framework for the MBS. As a result, 
all ophthalmology MBS items have 
been recently reviewed and many have 
been subject to revision or deletion. 
This has ensured that obsolete items 
have been removed, and that the item 
descriptors reflect current evidence 
and best practice. There has been 
extensive consultation with RANZCO 
Fellows who have given valuable 

input into this process, which has 
been undertaken by the Medical 
Services Advisory Committee and the 
Department of Health, and involved 
evidence-based reviews by Adelaide 
Health Technology Assessment. Work 
in this area continues, with a recent 
review of oculoplastic items by the 
Australian and New Zealand Society of 
Oculoplastic Surgeons currently under 
discussion with the Department.

While ophthalmology items are 
numerically few in the overall 
Schedule, Fellows will be aware that 
the two major procedural items 
(intravitreal injection and cataract 
surgery) represent very sizeable 
expenditures in the overall Medicare 
budget. Medicare costs associated with 
intravitreal injections alone (excluding 
drug costs) exceed $100 million per 
annum. This represents approximately 
0.5% of the entire Medicare budget.

I have contacted Prof Bruce Robinson, 
who will be leading the MBS Review 
Taskforce, to indicate RANZCO's 
interest in being involved in the 
process and to highlight the recent 
review activities in which the College 
has been involved. I will keep Fellows 
informed of any developments as this 
process evolves.

Finally, in relation to the ongoing issue 
with Medibank Private (MBP) and 
some other health funds with so-
called “pre-approval” for non-cosmetic 
surgery which may be considered 
cosmetic, RANZCO and the Australian 
Society of Ophthalmologists met 
with the Chief Medical Officer of 
MBP on 17 April 2015. Following those 
discussions a joint letter (which can 
be found on the Fellow Dashboard 
on the RANZCO website) was sent to 
MBP (copy sent to Fellows in RANZCO 
e-news dated 5 May 2015) re-iterating 
the inappropriateness of pre-approval 
for any services performed using MBS 
item numbers, which by definition 
are not cosmetic in nature. MBP was 
advised in that letter to approach 
the Department of Human Services’ 

“This has ensured that 
obsolete items have been 
removed, and that the item 
descriptors reflect current 
evidence and best practice.”

Member Updates           
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Compliance division if it has legitimate 
concerns that any doctor may be 
engaging in inappropriate use of MBS 
item numbers to claim health fund 
benefits. 

RANZCO cannot give Fellows specific 
advice on whether to participate in 
approval processes required by various 
organisations. Such decisions must 
be based on the best interests of your 
patients.

A/Prof Alex P Hunyor
Chair, Medicare Advisory Committee

WHAT YOU NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT MEDICARE 
COMPLIANCE
The Department of Human 
Services (the Department) has 
a key responsibility to protect 
the integrity of Medicare 
payments. The Department’s 
health compliance model 
is risk-based and assumes 
that most individuals and 
health professionals are 
honest, professional and want 
to comply with policy and 
legislative requirements.  

A range of techniques are used to 
identify and prioritise compliance risks; 
including environmental scanning with 
stakeholders, data matching, analytics, 
and feedback from previous audits. 

Health compliance undertakes four key 
activities:  
• education and engagement;
• reviews and audits;
• review of decisions; and 
• referrals and prosecutions.

FUTURE AREAS OF 
COMPLIANCE ACTIVITY
The Department’s work program 
focusses on targeted high risks.  
Eight priority work areas have been 
identified for future work, and three 
are of particular note:

• Diagnostic Imaging: incorrect 
billing, fraud or inappropriate 
practice – particular focus on 
radiology providers.

• Pathology: incorrect billing 
or fraud – particular focus on 
Approved Pathology Authorities 
and providers.

• General Practitioners/Specialists: 
incorrect billing and inappropriate 
practice – particular focus on 
specialist and consultant physician 
attendance items by referral, 
cardiologists, in-hospital services, 
consultant psychiatrists, and 
personal performance.

WHAT IS A COMPLIANCE 
REVIEW OR AUDIT?
Compliance reviews and audits are 
planned, specific compliance activities 
conducted with practitioners or the 
public.  They can be in the form of a:
• general audit;
• practitioner review; or 
• criminal investigation.  

Audits and reviews of practitioners 
seek to verify details of whether 
services meet both legislative 
requirements and clinical standards, 
and were delivered. The Department 
does not audit or review the quality of 
the service provided.

WHO UNDERTAKES A 
GENERAL AUDIT? 
Anyone who renders a professional 
service for which a Medicare benefit is 
claimed may be asked to participate in 
an audit. 

Audits are conducted where the 
Department believes there is a risk 

that the Medicare benefit has been 
paid incorrectly (a compliance risk) 
and can be initiated from:
• existing compliance strategies, 

driven by legislation or policy

• targeted compliance strategies, 
driven by new or emerging 
payment risks and/or analysis of 
claiming data

• tip-offs from the public, health 
professionals, staff or stakeholders 
and/or identified through 
information provided to the 
Department.

WHAT HAPPENS DURING A 
GENERAL AUDIT?
Audits generally focus on the claiming 
of one particular type of service or 
related group of services. 

Practitioners are notified in writing 
about the audit starting, why it is 
being conducted, the process, specific 
details of the concern, and how a 
practitioner can substantiate the 
Medicare Benefits Schedule items 
being audited.  The Department may 
inform a practitioner of the upcoming 
audit by telephone before the written 
notification.  Depending on the 
nature of the compliance risk, the 
Department may also ask to meet with 
the practitioner face to face during the 
audit.

For an audit, the Department allows 
the practitioner at least 21 days to 
provide the necessary information 
to substantiate claims for the audit. 
Should the practitioner fail to 
respond to correspondence requesting 
documents to substantiate claims, they 
may be issued with a formal ‘Notice to 
Produce’.   

Where a practitioner does provide 
information or documents, the 
Department will make an assessment 
on the evidence to determine whether 
the Medicare benefit has been paid 
correctly.  The practitioner will be 
advised in writing of the outcome of 
the compliance audit.  If they disagree 
with the outcome they can lodge an 
‘Application to review compliance 
audit decision form’ within 28 days.

A/Prof Alex P Hunyor

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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WHAT IS A PRACTITIONER 
REVIEW?
The Department regularly reviews 
practitioners’ Medicare claiming and 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 
prescribing to determine if their 
practice data differs from that of 
their peers.  This is referred to as 
the Practitioner Review Program. 
Practitioners may be contacted to 
assess whether this difference is due to 
inappropriate practice.    

‘Inappropriate practice’ is conduct 
in connection with the rendering or 
initiating of services that a Professional 
Services Review Committee could 
reasonably conclude would be 
unacceptable to the general body of 
that practitioner’s professional peers.

Concerns of inappropriate practice may 
include providing services or ordering 
investigations that may not be clinically 
necessary, or providing excessive 
numbers of services.  

When concerns are identified, a 
Departmental professional adviser (a 
qualified medical, dental or optometric 
practitioner as appropriate) reviews the 
information. If the adviser determines 
that there are concerns of possible 
inappropriate practice, they will 
contact the practitioner to seek their 
response.  The practitioner is offered 
an interview which is conducted either 
by telephone or face to face.  A written 
explanation of the concerns and a 
detailed practice data report is sent to 
the practitioner prior to the interview.  
After the interview the Department will 
send the practitioner a letter detailing 
the outcome.  There are three possible 
outcomes:

1. No further action is to be taken as 
all concerns have been addressed.

2. The Department still has concerns 
and a period of review is offered 
for the practitioner to make any 
necessary changes to their practice 
and billing behaviour.

3. In certain situations, no period 
of review is offered and a 
Departmental delegate is asked to 
review the matter.  

If there are still concerns after the 
period of review, a Departmental 
delegate is asked to review the matter. 
The practitioner will be invited to 
provide any further information 
that may address the concerns. If 
the concerns remain unresolved the 
delegate will request the Director of 
Professional Services Review to review 
the practitioner’s servicing.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR A 
REVIEW OR AUDIT
Good administration and record 
keeping standards will ensure 
adequate preparation for participation 
in a review or audit.  The Department 
has developed generic ‘administrative 
record keeping guidelines for health 
professionals’. These guidelines are not 
prescriptive and allow for individual 
tailoring to suit practice requirements.

WHERE TO GO FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION
1. Medicare compliance audits and 

reviews – www.humanservices.
gov.au/health-professionals/
services/medicare-compliance-
audit/

2. Practitioner Review Program 
www.humanservices.gov.au/
health-professionals/services/
practitioner-review-program/

3. Health Professional Guidelines 
– www.humanservices.gov.au/
health-professionals/subjects/
health-professional-guidelines

4. Department of Human Services 
Compliance Program 2013-2015 
www.humanservices.gov.au/
corporate/publications-and-
resources/compliance-program

5. Australian Government Services 
Fraud tip-off line  
131 524

6. Application to Review Decision 
www.humanservices.gov.au/
health-professionals/forms/hw051

7. Voluntary acknowledgement of 
incorrect payments form   
www.humanservices.gov.au/
health-professionals/forms/ms002

8. Administrative record 
keeping guidelines for health 
professionals   
www.humanservices.gov.
au/health-professionals/
subjects/administrative-record-
keeping-guidelines-for-health-
professionals

This article has been put together for 
RANZCO by the Debt, Appeals and 
Health Compliance Division of the 
Department of Human Services.

“Good administration and 
record keeping standards will 
ensure adequate preparation 
for participation in a review 
or audit.”
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
WORKFORCE

Dr Josephine (Jo) 
Richards and Dr Andrea 
Ang have taken on the 
workforce portfolio for 
Western Australia, a 
position previously filled 
by Prof David Mackey.  
Jo presented at the first 
WA Medical and Dental 
Workforce Council meeting 
of 2015.

Relevant WA health economics 
statistics were developed in 
collaboration with Ms Suzanne 
Lyon (RANZCO Policy and 
Advocacy team).  Delegates 
to the meeting included 
workforce planners from the WA 
Department of Health, as well 
as representatives from all the 
specialties and North and South 
Metropolitan and Country Health 
Services executives.   

Jo discussed the critical workforce 
issues at the meeting;

 “The speciality of ophthalmology 
is considered to be in acute 
shortage in WA. Public 
ophthalmology and training has 
been chronically underfunded 
so that WA now has only one 
ophthalmologist per 40,000 
population”.    

Workforce analysis indicates that 
public ophthalmology consultants 
are currently performing 7800 
outpatient services per full-time 
equivalent per year compared with 
the recommended rate of 4000/
full-time equivalent.   Patient 
numbers have doubled but 
there have been no new public 
consultant appointments.  

Jo outlined that the shortage in 
the supply of ophthalmologists 
had resulted from many factors 

and significant efforts had been 
made to address the issue; “With 
the crash in the iron ore price 
and the expense associated 
with opening the new Fiona 
Stanley [Hospital], the WA 
state government is financially 
struggling to meet public sector 
patient demand.  In 2013, a 
model for public ophthalmic 
care in WA was signed off with 
increased consultant and trainee 
numbers. This represented 
years of collaboration and 
planning by leaders in WA public 
ophthalmology and the State 
health services and would have 
eased the situation significantly. In 
2014 all action was mothballed.”  

The WA workforce team have 
outlined their commitment to 
advocate for this plan to go ahead 
and explore innovative funding 
models. Andrea re-iterated the WA 
workforce position at the recent 
RANZCO branch council meeting;

“Ophthalmology is a popular 
speciality with the female 
demographic. WA has a 
lower proportion of female 
ophthalmologists compared to the 
National average (2014 RANZCO 
Workforce Survey).”   

Both Andrea and Jo outlined 
their commitment to reduce the 
structural barriers for females  
and Trainees in WA. This included 
the exploration of opportunities 
for the adoption of flexible 
working arrangements for female 
ophthalmologists/trainees and job 
sharing.

Jo consults in General 
Ophthalmology and Uveitis in the 
Western Eye group and at Royal 
Perth Hospital.  Andrea consults 
in Cornea and Refractive Surgery 
at the Lions Eye Institute and at 
Royal Perth Hospital.

A NEW FUTURE 
FOR THE RANZCO 
EYE FOUNDATION
Many a time, there comes a stage 
in the life of a brand, when it needs 
to be re-worked and re-launched 
to take it to a different level. 
Brands go through various stages 
of evolution in their lives and often 
may need to be restructured and 
repositioned or rejuvenated to 
improve their market share.

The RANZCO Eye Foundation has recently 
been through an exciting process to get to a 
stage where we will soon introduce you to 
the new-look RANZCO Eye Foundation. Our 
Board and staff very much look forward to  
re-launching and sharing our newly 
revitalised Foundation with you in the  
next edition of Eye to Eye. 

JulEYE 2015
JulEYE, our community awareness 
campaign about the importance of 
eye health, is gaining more traction 
than ever before. Now in its 7th year, 
make sure you keep an eye out for our 
advertising and publicity campaign. 
You, and your practice, can also be 
involved in our 2015 campaign by:

• becoming a spokesperson;
• letting us know of any 

interesting patient case studies 
we could share as part of our 
awareness campaign;

• maybe you know someone 
who might make a great 
Ambassador?;

• talking to your patients, friends 
and family about The RANZCO 
Eye Foundation’s work. 
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The Parliamentary Friends 
Group for Eye Health and 
Vision Care is an opportunity 
to engage with leaders 
inspiring change for care both 
in Australia and our region.   
The 2015 March event was Co-
Chaired by Dr Andrew Laming 
MP and Mr Stephen Jones MP. 

Nearly 90 people attended the dinner 
including 23 parliamentarians, 12 
advisers and four departmental 
representatives, as well as special 
guest Major General Michael Jeffery. 

RANZCO Fellow, Dr Hessom Razavi, 
gave an inspiring speech about the 
need for leaders to have compassion 
and to take action. Hessom was born in 
Iran and migrated to Australia with his 

family in 1989. Community-orientated 
parents heightened his awareness 
of inequality and his passion for 
contributing to the self-empowerment 
of disadvantaged groups.  Hessom has 
actively worked in Western Australia 
providing outreach clinics and surgery 
to regional, remote and Indigenous 
communities.  This year, Hessom is 
completing a fellowship with the 
Centre for Eye Research Australia.

Other inspiring speeches were 
delivered by Mr Brandon Ah Tong 
from Vision 2020 Australia; Dr Jessica 

Gallagher, a female Paralympian dual 
medalist; and Mr Samuel Kiom, a 
Senior Manager at Papua New Guinea 
Eye Care. RANZCO and Vision 2020 
Australia received positive feedback 
from guests. This highlights how the 
inspiring personal stories of the people 
who are working to improve eye health 
and vision care resonates with the 
parliamentarians and advisers. 

RANZCO was represented by 
President Dr Brad Horsburgh, 
RANZCO CEO Dr David Andrews,  
Dr Iain Dunlop and Ms Suzanne Lyon.

VISION 2020 AUSTRALIA: PARLIAMENTARY FRIENDS 
GROUP FOR EYE HEALTH AND VISION CARE  
Leaders inspiring change

Dr Hessom Razavi - Photo courtesy of Vision 2020 Australia.

RANZCO STEPS 
UP SUPPORT FOR 
LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT IN  
ASIA-PACIFIC REGION
RANZCO and the Asia-Pacific Academy 
of Ophthalmology (APAO) signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding 
that will support the development 
of ophthalmic leaders in the Asia-

Pacific region.  RANZCO’s support for 
the APAO Leadership Development 
Program (LDP) includes an annual 
grant to sustain program activities, 
sponsorship of experts to present 
workshops, and administrative and 
travel expense support for RANZCO 
Fellows involved as teaching faculty. 
The agreement was signed at the APAO 
LDP Alumni Reception at the APAO 
Congress in Guangzhou, China on  
3 April 2015.

The APAO Leadership Development 
Program commenced in 2009 to 
identify and develop individuals 
with the potential to become leaders 
in ophthalmology. “Supporting 
the APAO LDP aligns well with 
RANZCO's strategy to be a leader in 
eye care education and professional 
development in the Asia-Pacific region”, 
says Dr Anthony Bennet Hall, Chair of 
RANZCO’s International Development 
Committee.

“Hessom has actively 
worked in Western Australia 
providing outreach clinics 
and surgery to regional, 
remote and Indigenous 
communities.”
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APAO AWARDS
RANZCO Fellow Dr Angus Turner, who graduated from the APAO LDP in 2015, says of the program: “It was a great 
opportunity to engage with ophthalmologists in the Asia Pacific region and move beyond small talk to learn about challenges 
and successes for colleagues overseas. There were areas for personal leadership growth and I am grateful to RANZCO for the 
nomination and support to participate. I trust some skills will be of use in the future to help in future advocacy for eye health 
care locally and abroad.”

RANZCO FELLOWS 
HONOURED BY APAO FOR 
THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO 
EYE HEALTH 
RANZCO Fellows Drs Neil Murray 
and Cathy Green received awards 
recognising their long-standing service 
to eye health in the Asia-Pacific region 
at the recent APAO Congress held in 
Guangzhou, China.

Neil received the Outstanding Service 
in Prevention of Blindness Award. Neil 
has worked internationally in high, 
medium and low resource settings over 
the past 23 years in many Asia-Pacific 
countries. Through his work chairing 
RANZCO's International Development 
Committee and working with the Fred 
Hollows Foundation, Neil has taken 
opportunities to lead development 
of partnerships, secure and funding, 
strengthening of eye care education 
and leadership development initiatives 
in the Asia-Pacific region. He has been 
a Trustee of the International Agency 
for the Prevention of Blindness since 
early 2014 and now also serves on the 
Executive of the Agency.

Cathy received the APAO 
Distinguished Service Award. Along 
with her career as a glaucoma 
specialist, she is the convenor and 
designer of the RANZCO Leadership 
Development Program, which aims 
to develop and enhance leadership 
skills for ophthalmologists in Australia 
and New Zealand. She is an APAO 
LDP Program Director and has 
participated as invited faculty for 
leadership programs, including the 
Royal College of Ophthalmologists of 

Thailand and the Philippine Academy 
of Ophthalmology. Cathy has provided 
eye care and teaching in countries such 
as Cambodia, Fiji, Nepal, Myanmar and 
Timor Leste.

The 30th APAO Congress was held 
in early April with more than 5000 
attendees and nearly 1000 speakers. 
Australian and New Zealand Fellows 
were actively involved, including 
representation on the planning 
committee.

Graduating APAO LDP Class of 2015 with teaching faculty. Dr Angus Turner receiving his certificate from  
Dr Clement Tham upon graduating from the 
APAO LDP.

Drs Cathy Green and Neil Murray with their APAO Awards.
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With just weeks to go until 
the commencement of the 
9th Asia Pacific Vitreo-retina 
Society (APVRS) Congress, 
31 July - 2 August 2015 don’t 
miss out on securing your 
place by registering now! 

The Scientific Committee have put 
together an innovative, thought-
provoking and quality three day 
program that is available for viewing on 
the Congress website at:  
http://2015.apvrs.org/

Congress President Prof Ian Constable 
says “Over the past 10 years the APVRS 
has grown rapidly to become the main 
supranational organisation for this 
ophthalmic specialty in the region.  
By joining forces with the Australian 
and New Zealand Retinal Society 
and choosing the magnificent city of 
Sydney, a meeting of rare quality, depth 
and adventure is assured.”

The program features an exciting 
selection of both local and international 
speakers sourced from over 20 
countries. The program will showcase 
symposia such as: 
• cutting edge innovations in retina;
• latest advances in macular surgery; 
• challenging medical and surgical 

cases;
• Retinopathy of prematurity and 

paediatric retinal disorders;
• Diabetic retinopathy;
• Latest advances in diagnostic 

imaging technology;
• Complications of pathological 

myopia;
• Macular degeneration;
• Latest advances in macular surgery.

Keynote speaker highlights include 
Prof Ian McAllister, from the Lions 
Eye Institute, who will deliver the 
prestigious Australian and New 
Zealand Society of Retinal Specialists 
Neil Della Lecture and the equally 
respected Prof Tien Yin Wong, from 
Singapore National Eye Center, who 
will present the APVRS Tano Lecture. 

Congress Convenor and Scientific 
Secretary of APVRS, Dr Andrew 
Chang, says “this meeting will 
be of high quality, depth and an 
enlightening adventure for general 
ophthalmologists and retinal 
specialists alike”.  

One of the social highlights in the 
program is the Congress Gala Event, 
which is to be held on the Saturday 
evening. Enjoy Darling Harbour 
views, a glittering city skyline and 

a totally unique event experience 
when you join us at the Lighthouse 
Gallery at the Australian Maritime 
Museum. Experience fine Australian 
cuisine while delighting in the unique 
entertainment, including a chance to 
board the HMAS Vampire! Delegates 
are encouraged to bring their partners 
and children, so don’t miss out and 
book your ticket now!

We encourage all delegates in the 
ophthalmic community in the Asia-
Pacific region to please consider this 
unique retinal experience.

Member Updates           

IT’S ALMOST HERE -
THE 9TH APVRS CONGRESS OF ASIA PACIFIC VITREO-RETINA SOCIETY 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANZSRS AND RANZCO!

The National Maritime Museum.

“This meeting will be of 
high quality, depth and an 
enlightening adventure for 
general ophthalmologists 
and retinal specialists alike.” REGISTER TODAY AT  

http://2015.apvrs.org/
registration/

The Congress Office has also 
secured competitive rates for 
delegates at selected hotels 
in Sydney. To review the 
options available, please visit 
http://2015.apvrs.org/hotel-
reservation/

For further information on 
the 9th APVRS Congress, 
please go to  
http://2015.apvrs.org/ 

T H E  L E A D E R S  I N  E Y E  C A R E

ANZSRS
Australian and New Zealand Society of Retinal Specialists
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Managing Eye Problems in  
Daily General Practice  

Enlighten Your Ophthalmology Skills!

T H E  L E A D E R S  I N  E Y E  C A R E

RANZCO has begun its GP campaign to educate GPs about common 
eye conditions and treatment/referrals. 
Starting at the Tasmanian branch meeting, we will be holding workshops where our Fellows 
will present to GPs on “Managing Eye Problems in Daily General Practice”.   
You can view the existing flyer on our website. 

These workshops will run alongside each state branch meeting and Congress from June this 
year and into the future. We’ll prepare content templates to make it easy for Fellows to 
present on certain topics. 

If you’d like to be a presenter or need more information, please email  
communications@ranzco.edu. 
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DEFENDING MACULAR HEALTH

YOU  NEED  LOOK NO  FURTHER

Based on AREDS† and AREDS2, MACU-VISION®‡ and MACU-VISION® PLUS§ formulations have been developed to provide 
the combination of antioxidant vitamins and minerals shown to be beneficial in supporting and defending macular health.1,2

Both formulations are based on the original high-dose zinc AREDS formula. The AREDS 80 mg zinc and antioxidant formula has 
since been shown to reduce all-cause mortality.3

MACU-VISION®, the pioneering formula, remains an important macular health supplement to support patients with lutein-
sufficient diets. MACU-VISION® PLUS goes a step further by including lutein and zeaxanthin to support patients with lutein-poor 
diets. These xanthophyll compounds scavenge free radicals to reduce oxidative damage, and filter damaging high-energy blue 
light to help defend the macula from light-induced damage.4

Vision is precious. Help to defend it with two leading eye formulations developed by AUSTRALIA’S LEADING VITAMIN 
BRAND^. Easily available over the counter in pharmacies, recommend Macu-Vision® or Macu-Vision® PLUS daily to your 
patients for their macular health.

†AREDS: Age-Related Eye Disease Study. ‡Betacarotene has been removed and synthetic vitamin E has been replaced with natural vitamin E. §Betacarotene has been replaced by lutein and zeaxanthin and synthetic 
vitamin E has been replaced with natural vitamin E. Leading eye formulations based  on top 6 selling products in the eye care segment of Australian Grocery and Pharmacy Aztec MAT Sales to 22/2/15. ̂ Based on VDS of 
Australian Grocery and Pharmacy Aztec MAT Sales to 22/2/15  REFERENCES: 1. The AREDS2 Research Group. JAMA 2013;309:2005–15. 2. The AREDS Group. Arch Ophthalmol 2001;119:1417–36.  
3. Chew EY et al. Ophthalmology 2013;120:1604-11 e4. 4. Lutein & Zeaxanthin. AOA. Accessed March 2015. 

Working with Macular Disease Foundation Australia 
to improve macular health ALSO AVAILABLE THROUGH 

For further information contact Blackmores Advisory on 1800 151 493

Over half a million dollars from Blackmores sales annually supports Macular Disease Foundation Australia.  
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CHOOSING WISELY 
LAUNCH
The Choosing Wisely launch, an 
initiative of NPS Medicinewise, was 
held on 29 April and attended by 
Dr David Andrews and two other 
RANZCO staff members. It was said 
at the launch that: “the program 
enables clinicians, consumers and 
healthcare stakeholders to start 
important conversations about 
tests, treatments and procedures 
where evidence shows they provide 
no benefit and in some cases lead to 
harm”. Some colleges have already 
signed up and provided a list of five 
messages.

Some of the messages are: imaging 
for non-specific acute low back 
pain is unnecessary; don’t use 
proton pump inhibitors long-term 
in patients with uncomplicated 
disease without regular attempts 
at reducing dose or ceasing; and 
do not perform prostate-specific 
antigen testing for prostate cancer 
screening in men with no symptoms 
and whose life expectancy is less 
than seven years.

RANZCO has agreed to join the 
program and will be developing 
our five messages. An initial list, 
much longer than five, is being 
put together by various RANZCO 
committees under the leadership 
of Dr Clayton Barnes. This list will 
eventually be put to all Fellows 
for a vote.  For your interest the 
Choosing Wisely program has been 
running in the USA for some years 
and the American Academy of 
Ophthalmology has produced their 
own list available on their website.

For more information please visit: 
www.choosingwisely.org.au 

In 2014, RANZCO received support 
from Rural Health Continuing 
Education, a joint initiative of 
the Australian Government 
Department of Health and the 
Committee of Presidents of 
Medical Colleges, to develop an 
education module designed for 
ophthalmologists to encourage the 
uptake of telehealth services in 
appropriate areas of Australia.

A steering committee, including 
ophthalmologists, general 
practitioners and optometrists, 
helped evaluate and refine content 
developed by RANZCO and Lions 
Outback Vision (a unit of the Lions 
Eye Institute).

A/Prof Angus Turner, Steering 
Committee Chair, observed, 
”Identified barriers to telehealth 
use for ophthalmology include 
imaging requirements from 
primary referrers. There is also an 
issue with high health practitioner 
turnover in remote areas, with 
limited access to adequate 
upskilling resources. In addition, 
many ophthalmologists have a 
lack of familiarity of the scope 
of telehealth practise and have 
very low uptake compared with 
other specialities, particularly in 
the emerging opportunities for 
teleophthalmology.“  

Lions Outback Vision received 
pro bono support from the 
McKinsey group to develop a 
report on telehealth uptake and 
development in Western Australia, 
which included surveys of 
outreach cases that were suitable 
for telehealth with current levels 
of technology. Medico-legal issues 
were also addressed with pro bono 
input from Clayton Utz. Overall, 
outreach services are made more 
efficient when augmented by 

telehealth to provide continuity  
of care. 

In the short-term, distributing 
this project’s education module 
will increase ophthalmologists’ 
awareness and knowledge of 
how to conduct safe and effective 
teleophthalmology services. Any 
ophthalmologists who provide 
outreach in Australia may choose 
to use telehealth.

In the medium-term, take-
up of teleophthalmology by 
ophthalmologists will lead to 
improved patient access to 
specialist care by way of reduced 
wait time to receive a consultation 
and improved convenience by 
staying in their own community. 
For the ophthalmologist 
providing teleophthalmology, it 
will complement their practice, 
improve efficiency and even allow 
for practice building. 

Angus hopes that the specialist 
providing the teleophthalmology 
service experiences improved 
practice efficiency and clinical 
interest when providing outreach 
as well as enhancing service access 
for patients in rural areas. 

The teleophthalmology education 
modules are available on Moodle, 
RANZCO’s online learning 
platform. For further information 
or assistance accessing these 
modules, please contact Ms Tanya 
Parsons, Manager, Professional 
Standards and CPD at  
tparsons@ranzco.edu or  
02 9690 1001.

NEW CPD RESOURCE
Telehealth Education Modules for Ophthalmology
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The RANZCO Clinical Audit 
Tool (RCAT) was released to 
Fellows in February this year 
and to date over 160 Fellows 
have registered and entered 
over 600 procedures.

WHAT IS RCAT?
RCAT is a customised web-based tool 
to help Fellows and Trainees manage 
their clinical audits. It is currently 
only able to facilitate cataract surgical 
audit, but other procedures will be 
added in future releases. RCAT was 
developed through a collaboration 
between the Clinical Audit Working 
Group (Chaired by Dr Sam Lerts) and 
Episoft, an IT and health informatics 
company that have planned, designed, 
built and hosted many medical audit 
tools.

The RCAT platform is based on a 
secure encrypted database, meaning 
that only doctors and those they 
nominate within their practice can 
view patient data. All identifying 

patient, practice and location data is 
omitted from community wide reports, 
therefore other Fellows and College 
staff cannot see your data. Identified 
reports only display information about 
patients within your practice and are 
not visible to any users outside of 
your organisation, including RANZCO. 
If you prefer, you don’t have to enter 
your patients’ names, their initials are 
sufficient for data entry into RCAT.

Pooled data that provides a basis for 
benchmarking is used solely for that 
purpose and will not be provided to 
third parties, including regulators. 
RANZCO Fellows should feel confident 
that RCAT is not, and will not, be used 
as a tool for identifying or reporting on 
Fellows' performance.

RCAT features include:
• The ability to set doctor 

preferences such as preferred 
Snellen scale (imperial or metric), 
intraocular lens brand/model and 
wound location. This information 
will be automatically defaulted in 
the data entry forms.

• The functionality to add custom 
questions to record additional 
useful data.

• De-identified reports which allow 
doctors to compare outcomes to 
those of their peers. A report for 
refractive outcome is currently 

available with visual acuity 
improvement and complication 
rate to come.

• The 'Epiwizard' workflow allows 
quick and easy creation of a new 
patient record, patient visit as well 
as record clinical information pre-, 
intra- and postoperatively.

• The option to set up roles within 
practices to allow staff to enter 
data on a doctor’s behalf.

• The choice of including an 
appointments module or not.

HOW TO REGISTER
RCAT is provided to RANZCO Fellows 
as a member benefit and is free to 
access and use. To register, please visit 
the RCAT page in the CPD section 
of the website (linked from ‘CPD 
Resources and Tools’) and complete the 
registration form. Your access will be 
set up by Episoft and you will receive 
your login details via email.

User guides and training videos, as 
well as a link to the tool, are also 
available on the RCAT page.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Please visit the RCAT page in the CPD 
section of the website or contact  
Ms Tanya Parsons, Manager, 
Professional Standards and CPD at 
ranzco@ranzco.edu or 02 9690 1001.

RCAT
A u d i t   m a d e   e a s y

There will be an update to the 
RANZCO graduation gowns this year, 
as they will now have a black strip 
added to the front of each side, as 
worn by Past President  
Dr Stephen Best in the image.

The importance of adding this strip 
has been an idea in the working for 
a while, and Stephen worked to get 
this done with the support of the 
Board.  “Many of the Kiwi Fellows 
for several years have noted that the 
RANZCO gowns had no New Zealand 
reference compared to other Colleges 

who include an aspect of New Zealand 
in their gowns.  So the idea has been 
simmering for some time, especially 
as many Kiwis contribute to College 
activities.”

“For the Kiwis it is nice to be 
recognised as part of the family.  
We are all very proud to be part of 
RANZCO so green and gold and black 
makes sense.”

If you would like to have your gown 
updated please send an email to 
RANZCO at ranzco@ranzco.edu

TRANS-TASMAN RELATIONS

Dr Stephen Best in the updated 
gown at the 2014 Congress.

Member Updates           
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Financial Security  
At Primary you’ll enjoy a generous up-front 
payment and the capacity to generate strong 
ongoing earnings.

1

GP Referral Base  
At our busy medical centres you’ll work with a 
large team of referring GPs as well as a multi-
disciplinary team of health care professionals.

2

3 State-of-the-art Facilities  
We have accredited day surgery facilities in Sydney’s 
West, CBD and Northern Beaches, for laser and 
cataract surgery and other procedures. Consultation 
rooms are also available in other Sydney metro areas.

Focus on Patient Care  
We help you to put patients before paperwork.  
At Primary we look after the business and its 
overheads, leaving you free to focus on your patients.

4

Maintain Clinical Independence  
Continue to practise medicine the way you  
want, whilst taking advantage of our  
support services.

5

Being a specialist at Primary Health  
Care gives you the opportunity to build  
a stronger and more secure private 
practice. Here are five reasons why:

Find out more about the many personal, professional and financial 
advantages you’ll enjoy by becoming part of the Primary Health Care team.  
Call us today for a confidential discussion on 02 9561 3306 or visit 
doctors.primaryhealthcare.com.au

HEALTHCAREACCESSIBLEAFFORDABLE

Future Proof Your Practice.

IDAMEN0239 Opthalmologist ADS 210mm x 273mm_V1.indd   1 20/05/2015   12:14 pm
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WHO’S NEW?
DIANA RUSSINO
EDUCATION SUPPORT 
OFFICER

I graduated with a BA (Honours) Grad. 
Dip. Ed. from Sydney University and 
after 12-months travelling in Italy,  
I returned to Australia and embarked 
on a teaching career that spanned 
almost 20 years, my subjects being 
foreign languages and English. I have 
taught in both government and non-
government schools (kindergarten to 
year 12, as well as universities and I 
have run language courses for adults 
through a number of community 
colleges. In 2000, I made a dramatic 
career change, spending the next 15 
years in various administrative roles in 
the financial services sector. I feel that 
I have come full circle with RANZCO, 
stepping into an exciting new role that 
combines both.

FIONA NICOLSON
EDUCATION OFFICER,  
ASIA-PACIFIC

In the new role of Education Officer, 
Asia-Pacific, I’ll be contributing 
to RANZCO’s capacity building 
programs and the education and 
training activities of the International 
Program overseen by the International 
Development Committee. I am 
keen to support the International 
Development Committee portfolio 
leads to achieve their goals in relation 
to training programs, ophthalmic 

education development, Continuing 
Professional Development and 
accreditation and leadership 
development. Coming from an 
educational development background 
in the Learning and Teaching Centre at 
Macquarie University, I am hoping to 
add value to RANZCO’s commitment 
to reducing avoidable blindness in the 
region.

FELICITY TRIPOLONE
ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT

After an extended overseas trip, I 
decided to return to my roots as an 
administrator. I have always had 
a love for education-based work 
environments, and the role here at 
RANZCO ticks all the right boxes. I am 
very much looking forward to working 
with the Education Team, using my 
knowledge and skills to assist with 
the running of a successful Vocational 
Training Program, in addition to 
providing support to the training 
post accreditation inspection process. 
I come to this role with a Bachelor 
of Business and Commerce (Human 
Resources) from Monash University, 
over 10 years’ experience in a variety of 
administration and HR roles, and most 
recently four years’ experience as a 
Life Insurance Claims Assessor.

JAMES McINNES
S-IMG COORDINATOR

Although coming from a slightly 
different co-ordination role, 
dispatching psychologists to see 
patients at the scene of traumatic 

incidents, I feel as Coordinator of 
the Specialist Medical Graduates, 
much of this experience will serve 
well here. Holding a BSc in Ecology 
and Biodiversity from Victoria 
University, I have a general interest 
in biology. Outside of work I enjoy 
maintaining a healthy active lifestyle, 
riding motorcycles and traveling. 
The highlight of my travels so far 
was a weeklong boat trip around the 
Galapagos Islands.

LAURA KHALIL
RECEPTIONIST AND 
ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT

I have had nearly seven years’ 
experience in the education industry.  
This has meant that I have worked 
with a range of different academics 
and students, from international 
students, to local students, to 
professors and casual tutors, so I 
have gained a knack for rapport 
within an education environment 
which I love! When I came across the 
Administration/Reception position at 
RANZCO, what led me to apply was the 
versatility of the role. As receptionist 
and administration assistant, I 
understood that the role is hands-
on and am excited to apply my skill 
set as an effective customer service 
administrator for Fellows, staff and 
other members of the College. Being 
the first point of contact at reception, 
I hope that my professionalism really 
comes across positive.

Diana Russino Fiona Nicholson Felicity Tripolone James McInnes Laura Khalil

Member Updates           
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The remarkable contributions of 
the Gibson family can be seen on 
the ‘Collections’ tab of the RANZCO 
Museum website, with the story 
beginning with Dr John Lockhart 
Gibson who was Queensland’s 
first locally born ophthalmologist.   
Commencing ophthalmology and 
ENT in 1895, he later enlisted in the 
Australian Imperial Forces in charge of 
the Ophthalmic Unit of the Australian 
General Hospital in Mudras.  He was 
the first to use a giant magnet for the 
extraction of intraocular foreign bodies 
sustained in the Gallipoli campaign.

He was succeeded by his son Dr Walter 
Lockhart Gibson, President of the 
Ophthalmic Society of Australia 1949, 

who was involved in the earliest cases 
of corneal transplantation in Australia.   
His son Dr Brian Lockhart Gibson 
was President of RANZCO in 1997 and 
has generously donated the artefacts 
shown.

Dr David Kaufman
Curator, RANZCO Museum

Laura Khalil

YOUNGER 
FELLOWS
The RANZCO Younger Fellows 
Advisory Group have been hard at 
work both representing and planning 
events for recently graduated Fellows.  
With our annual survey completed we 
have received a clear indication about 
the issues and concerns affecting this 
group, including co-management with 
optometrists, issues around billing and 
starting a practice.

Another focus has been to have 
more branch-based opportunities 
for Younger Fellows to meet.  With a 
successful Younger Fellows session 
at the Victorian Branch Annual 
Scientific Meeting last year and plans 
for something similar at the upcoming 
New South Wales meeting this year, 
South Australian Younger Fellows 
representative Dr Shane Durkin 
recently organised a session at the  
SA Branch Meeting.

There was a successful pre-dinner 
session which followed the completion 

of the academic program. The event 
was kindly sponsored by Medfin 
and held over fortified wine from 
the Barossa Valley and the finest 
cheeses from the Adelaide Hills. Mr 
Paul Nadge, a Medfin representative, 
gave an overview of practice, personal 
and home finance options available 
to Fellows. This gave a helpful 
perspective to those contemplating 
entering private practice and also 
helped to decipher the financial issues 
around purchasing new equipment.

The session was supported by the 
SA Branch Chair, Dr Garry Davis, 
who offered many anecdotes about 
balancing public and private practice. 
This was then followed by wise words 
from Prof Robert Casson, who offered 
further advice about incorporating 
research into practice and identifying 
the goals for future practice.

The event was open to and well 
attended by fourth and fifth year 
registrars, Fellows in specialisation 
training, along with those recently 
graduated Fellows in their first few 
years of practice. The session went 
well and we look forward to hosting  

a similar event in concert with the 
next SA Branch meeting.  It provided 
an important forum for recent Fellows 
to meet and discuss issues pertinent 
to ophthalmologists early in their 
careers.

After positive feedback from last year’s 
Younger Fellows Dinner in Brisbane, 
we are pleased to advise there will be 
another Younger Fellows Dinner held 
at Congress this year in Wellington.  
Those who are within 10 years of 
obtaining their RANZCO Fellowship 
are invited to attend dinner and drinks 
at the stylish and contemporary 
Prefab Hall. It is perfectly located near 
some of Wellington's best bars and 
nightlife and just a 15 minute walk 
from the Congress venue. The dinner 
starts at 6:30 pm and the cost is $40 per 
head plus drinks. Please join us for this 
fabulous opportunity to network with 
friends and colleagues and get a true 
taste of Wellington at the same time. 
To attend, please select from the online 
form when you register for Congress.

Dr Christine Younan
Chair, Younger Fellows Advisory Group

RANZCO MUSEUM
THREE GENERATIONS OF GIBSONS AND THEIR  
CONTRIBUTION TO AUSTRALIAN OPHTHALMOLOGY 

Dr Walter Lockhart Gibson who pioneered 
coreal transplantation in Australia. 

Pathology specimens from the collection of 
Dr John Lockhart Gibson 1907.

Eye to Eye Winter 2015

Early electromagnet used by Dr John 
Lockhart Gibson.
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I met the remarkable Mrs Colleen 
Sullivan in order to interview her 
about her new book, written with 
Prof Geoffrey Meredith.  All of you 
in Practice Management should be 
familiar with both their names, given 
they have been in the industry for a 
combined 60 years and have already 
published the very useful Successful 
Practice Management: Exceeding 
Patient Expectations in 2012. 

I have to confess I was eagerly 
anticipating meeting Colleen. Both 
of her books have become my work 
bibles, proudly well-thumbed in my 
office. I am also a fan of anyone who 
can work full-time and raise eight 
children. 

WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO 
ACHIEVE WITH THIS BOOK? 
The purpose of both books is for the 
reader to consider what we say and 
really make it theirs. To run their 
practice according to their style. The 
checklists allow you to stand back and 
look at the practices.  We do not say 
you must do it a certain way, what we 
want is for practices to consider the 
important aspects and adjust their 
practices to make them as effective 
and patient friendly as they can, while 
maintaining high standards and good 
clinical practices. 

WHAT IS THE MOST 
DIFFICULT THING/
CHALLENGING ASPECT? 
Staff management.  The staff are 
your ambassadors in a practice. In 
my book I talk about how much time 
the patients spend with staff apart 
from the time spent with the clinician. 
The staff need to understand their 
importance in a practice and their 
value. Everybody needs to embrace 
the culture and philosophy of your 
practice. To do that, everyone must  
be a team player. 

WHAT IS THE BEST 
ROUTE INTO PRACTICE 
MANAGEMENT?
People often move into this role from 
many other careers.  A number come in 
from nursing and accountancy.  Many 
start at reception and work their way 
up.  The great thing about Practice 
Management is that you can now get 
specific qualifications – a Certificate IV 
or a Diploma in Professional Practice 

Management from the University of 
New England Partnerships. There are 
now pathways to take graduates to 
Bachelor Degrees or an MBA.  
An Australian Association of Practice 
Management Member has recently 
achieved her PhD – her thesis based  
on her general practice experience. 

This book is exceptionally relevant for 
all Practice Managers, and especially 
those just setting up. So there will be 
considerable interest in the news that 
Colleen has offered to come and speak 
to Fellows and Practice Managers at 
the next RANZCO conference being 
held in Wellington from 31 October  
to 4 November 2015. Hope to see you  
in Wellington. 

Ms Peggy Ekeledo-Smith
Head of Practice 
Moreton Eye Group, Brisbane

PRACTICE MANAGERS 
STARTING PRACTICE: THE ESSENTIAL HANDBOOK 
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“I have to confess I was 
eagerly anticipating meeting 
Colleen. Both of her books 
have become my work bibles, 
proudly well-thumbed in my 
office.”

“This book is exceptionally 
relevant for all Practice 
Managers, and especially 
those just setting up.”

Mrs Colleen Sullivan
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2015
47th Annual Scientific Congress - Wellington, New Zealand

The Senior and Retired Fellows Group
invite all Fellows who are over 65 or retired to  
the Annual Senior and Retired Fellows Dinner.

The Wellington Club on Monday 2 November 2015

Dinner and drinks, partners are very welcome. 

To join us, simply RSVP when you register for  
Congress online at www.ranzco2015.com.au 

If you are unable to register online, please call  
our Congress Office on +61 (02) 8251 0045.

In the last edition of 
RANZCO News we 
requested suggestions for 
an updated name.  With 
numerous great suggestions 
we decided, with support 
from the Board, to go with 
‘Eye to Eye.’  This name 
was suggested by Dr Anne 
Lee and we thank all those 
who made suggestions to 
have a lasting impact on the 
communications of RANZCO.  

We hope you enjoy the refreshed 
design of the magazine and the new 
name.  RANZCO Communications 
has been active in increasing our 
media footprint and quality of our 
magazine articles to highlight your 
expertise and the ability to speak 
authoritatively on eye health issues.

If you would like to send through 
any research, case studies, stories  
or innovations that can be 
considered for future editions, 
please do so by emailing 
communications@ranzco.edu

EYE TO EYE
the magazine of the leaders in eye care

2 NEW NAME FOR RANZCO NEWS
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THE 
OPHTHALMIC 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE OF 
AUSTRALIA
The Ophthalmic Research 
Institute of Australia (ORIA) 
has now commenced funding 
17 of its 18 successful 
projects during 2015.  As 
soon as ethics approvals 
are received by us, the final 
project will commence.
Once again, the ORIA is funding a range 
of projects enhancing medical eye 
research into various diseases.  Some of 
the projects during 2015 are:

ORIA/RANZCO EYE 
FOUNDATION GRANT
Prof Ian McAlister, Dr A Shaw and 
Prof D-Y Yu
Assessment of tenecteplase (metalyase) 
as an acute interventional treatment 
for branch retinal vein occlusion 
(BRVO)

ORIA/RENENSSON BEQUEST 
GRANT
A/Prof Nick Di Girolamo
Destiny of limbal epithelial stem cells in 
the normal cornea

ORIA/ANSELMI BEQUEST 
GRANT
Drs Kathryn Burdon and  
Shiwani Sharma
The Eye Expression Atlas Project

ORIA/MARY TILDEN BEQUEST 
GRANT
Drs Vivek Gupta, Stuart Graham  
and Yuyi You
Developing a new gene therapy 
approach to protect against glaucoma 
damage

ORIA GRANT
C/Prof Stephanie Watson, Dr Holly 
Inglis, Prof Michael Friedlander, 
Prof Frances Boyle and  
Dr Yi-Chiao Li
Aromatase inhibitor therapy for breast 
cancer and dry eyes

ORIA GRANT
Dr Glyn Chidlow
Investigations into retinal pathology in 
a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease

ORIA NEW INVESTIGATOR 
GRANT
Dr Danuta Maria Bukowska 
Investigating mechanism of visual 
scotoma and metamorphopsia due 
to macular disease using multimodal 
imaging.

In conjunction with RANZCO, 
the ORIA is supporting five new 
investigators this year.  The importance 
of supporting young investigators 
cannot be overstated.  This funding 
provides a lifeline for day to day 
support, as well as enabling scientists to 
further and develop their careers and 
importantly, to secure a track record 
so larger competitive grants can be 
sought.  In speaking to our supported 
researchers, you get a very real sense 
of the importance to individuals and 
institutions of the ORIA funding.   

Ultimately, it benefits all whether 
working with medical eye disease or by 
so many affected by it.

With the current diminution of medical 
research funding within Australia, 
the ORIA received a larger volume of 
requests for research funding in 2016 
when its applications closed on Tuesday 
26 May 2015.

Anne Dunn Snape
Executive Officer, ORIA 

Dr Nicole Van Bergen received New Investigator funding by the ORIA, photograph courtesy of Centre for Eye Research Australia.
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The Art and Science 
of Kombucha 

Feature Article
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It was on a trip to Maui, 
Hawaii where ophthalmologist 
Dr Matt Ball and his artist 
wife Lara discovered the vibe 
of Kombucha.  

Having tried it and read about the 
ancient fermented beverage before the 
trip, they found it was popular amongst 
the big wave surfing, windsurfing and 
yoga crowd on the North Shore.  Upon 
returning to Sydney they decided to 
start brewing it themselves, and this is 
what has manifested…

Already passionate about natural 
health and conscious living, Matt 
and Lara were keen to bring their 
backgrounds in medicine and fine 
art together.  The art and science of 
the brewing process launched them 
into starting their own business, Wild 
Kombucha by Ballsy Brewing, which 
is now available on tap in 5 venues 
around Sydney as well on the beverage 
list at the newly opened Firedoor 
restaurant in Surry Hills, with other 
exciting launches of the product being 
revealed soon.

In the beginning Matt and Lara found 
that their Kombucha was popular 
and loved among their family and 
friends and so decided to expand their 
horizons.

“Lara and I had a long-standing 
vision of mixing art and medicine in 
some way and creating a business 

around Kombucha has provided a 
platform for it to come to life.   A large 
part to the business model is about 
sustainability and recycling so our 
product is currently served mainly 
off the tap, with customers able to 
purchase refillable take-away bottles 
from the point of purchase. Six weeks 
ago we opened the Kombucha Bar and 
Collaboratory in Leichhardt, as part 
production, part workshop and event 
space, and also as a place to support 
local makers (we have a resident 
naturopath and chocolatier working 
with us at the moment).”

PASSION FOR HEALTH AND 
CONSCIOUS LIVING
Matt started yoga and meditation 
15 years ago and from this practice 
developed an interest in the physical 
and psychological effects of nutrition 
and in particular its impacts on 
performance.  “I started yoga 
predominately to improve my flexibility 

as I was suffering achilles tendon 
injuries from running.  I soon found 
as I became more conscious of my diet 
my mental, physical and even surgical 
performance was improving – as I 
was feeling more relaxed and in the 
right mind set.”  Matt has also seen the 
other extremes as he took time out to 
work for Medecins Sans Frontieres in 
Ethiopia before commencing fellowship 
training.  “I really saw the effects 
that food (or lack of food) had on the 
children in a dramatic way and it made 
me pay more attention to what we 
are eating here and the chemicals we 
ingest.”

OPHTHALMOLOGY
Matt chose to specialise in 
ophthalmology because he was 
attracted to the versatility of the 
profession. “The nice thing is the job can 
be as medically or surgically focused 
as you choose and complements a 
commitment to foreign aid work.  
Ophthalmology is the area of medicine 
that holds the most fascination and 
satisfaction for me. With a successful 
cataract operation it’s possible to 
completely transform someone’s life. 
I became acutely aware of this whilst 
learning the technique of manual small 
incision cataract surgery on a Churchill 
Fellowship to Aravind Hospital in India 
and PNG and subsequently with work 
for Foresight in the Philippines.” 

Matt now faces the challenge of 
balancing his passions.  “In the 

“ Lara and I had a long-
standing vision of mixing 
art and medicine in some 
way and creating a business 
around Kombucha has 
provided a platform for it to 
come to life”

The Wild Kombucha tasting board.

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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beginning I considered reducing my 
eye work however having this creative 
outlet has helped me enjoy my day to 
day work to a greater degree. It seems 
I am now busier than ever!  It’s very 
satisfying to create something you 
are passionate about and Kombucha 
brewing on a commercial level requires 
both precision and creative flair. As 
the culture is wild and living it can be 
challenging to produce a consistent 
product. I have recently purchased a 
microscope and a gas chromatographer 
in order to understand the 
fermentation dynamics as accurately 
as possible. We are the first company in 
Australia to have a chromatographer 
which is very exciting.”

Matt has many ideas on how to link 
these two interests and is considering 
further research in these areas. “At 
present there is a large amount of 

interest in the gut microbiome and its 
relationship to chronic disease. This is 
certainly relevant to ophthalmology as 
we treat several diseases, in particular 
uveitis, that have gut associations. For 
me this business has sparked a new 
fascination with microbiology and 
I have many ideas for projects that 
I would love to find time to further 
explore. Interestingly the bio-film 
SCOBY (symbiotic culture of bacteria 
and yeast), which is the mother for 
the ferment, forms a daughter with 
every new batch. The consistency of 
the new cellulose pedicle is not unlike 
amniotic membrane which we use in 
corneal surgery, so if you could sterilise 
it and have it maintain its properties, 
potentially it could be used as a bio-
therapeutic tool.”

Matt and his wife Lara are only in the 
first few months of opening their first 
fermentation space and cellar door 
in the inner west of Sydney and are 
excited for the challenges and growth 
ahead!    

You can find out more on their  
website: www.ballsybrewing.com

“ Having this creative outlet 
has helped me enjoy my 
ophthalmology work more!”

WHAT IS 
KOMBUCHA?
Kombucha is a naturally 
energising, detoxifying 
and living drink 
produced by the aerobic 
fermentation of green 
and black tea and raw 
cane sugar. A symbiotic 
culture of bacteria and 
yeast (known as a ‘SCOBY’) 
converts the sugars 
into a range of organic 
acids and produces mild 
carbonation, resulting in 
a delicious brew that has 
been drunk for centuries 
in Eastern Europe, Russia, 
China and Japan for its 
potential health benefits.

The Wild Kombucha store, Parramatta Road, Leichhardt.

Feature Article
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In this edition and the next of 
Eye to Eye, we interview our 
Wellington Congress overseas 
invited speakers to get to 
know them and what drives 
their professional curiosities. 

Dr Randall J Olson, MD, Chair of the 
Department of Ophthalmology and 
Visual Sciences, University of Utah 
School of Medicine and CEO of the 
John A. Moran Eye Center.  

In your long career, what 
stands out as the single most 
important innovation? 
By far it would be phaco, followed by 
foldable intraocular lenses. 

I was trained in the days of 
intracapsular cataract extraction with 
aphakic spectacles where our cataract 
patients spent three days of absolute 
bed rest in the hospital. I am not aware 
of a greater change in medicine today.

It was about the only way we did it 
back then! My first bilateral patient, 
after waiting four months to finally 
get her aphakic spectacles, was so 

Wellington, New Zealand.

Randall J Olson, MD

2015
47th Annual Scientific Congress - Wellington, New Zealand
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Annual Scientific 
Congress
PASSION OF THE PROFESSION – 
CONGRESS AWAITS
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disenamoured she asked if I could put 
her cataracts back! 

No wonder we made patients wait 
a long time to consider a treatment 
almost as bad as the disease. Our great 
success today is taken for granted by 
too many!

What inspires you to continue 
to work in this field?
We are all about quality of life and 
have so many exciting things to 
cover, I find it hard to not consider 
being involved. My biggest focus 
is maintaining the team that 
is aggressively working on the 
core disease triggers of macular 
degeneration. It has been a fascinating 
journey and it is clear that there will 
be two totally different treatments for 
the two major genetic underpinnings 
of this awful disease. 

I also love trying to put a science 
foundation under our clinical opinions 
associated with cataract surgery and 
this quest has not subsided one iota. 
Also, seeing the John A. Moran Eye 
Center blossom from a one person 
division of surgery to a centre with 
over 50 faculty and 500 employees has 
been a dream that has literally come 
true. Most of my day to day activity 
goes to building this institution and 
seeing that it has the resources to 
continue to thrive and survive.

What advice would you give 
to young ophthalmologists 
looking to specialise in 
cornea?
Make sure you get the best training 
possible and never lose your 
fascination with the field, nor your 
curiosity about what we know. 
Questioning the accepted rationale 
is the only way we advance and get 
better.

What type of learnings do you 
still seek in your professional 
activities? 
Read all the literature and always be 
open minded. The perceived authority 
of the old guard continues to be a 
major barrier to needed advancements. 

Intraocular lenses and phaco fought a 
huge battle with the authority figures 
of the time and it was all so needless. 

So be sceptical but always open 
minded. I see many exciting 
breakthroughs on the horizon and feel 
our true golden days as a field are still 
in front of us.

LOOKING FOR SOMEWHERE 
TO VISIT BEFORE OR 
AFTER THE CONGRESS IN 
WELLINGTON? 
The Pukeahu National War Memorial 
Park was officially opened in April by  
Rt Hon John Key, Prime Minister of 
New Zealand, and Governor General  
Sir Jerry Mateparae.  

The National War Memorial 
commemorates all New Zealanders  
who died in the South African War, 
First World War, Second World War, 
post-war conflicts and peacekeeping 
operations. It also honours all men and 
women who served New Zealand in 
those wars and conflicts.

The National War Memorial is made up 
of two buildings from two different eras 
– the National War Memorial Carillon 
(1932) and the Hall of Memories (1964) – 
and, in front of them, the Tomb of the 
Unknown Warrior (2004).

To mark the 100th anniversary of 
Gallipoli, Australian Prime Minister The 
Hon Tony Abbott attended a dedication 
service at the neighbouring Australian 
memorial within the Park. Prince Harry 
also visited the Park in May. 

FUN FACTS
The Pukeahu National War Memorial 
Park consists of: 

• 21,000 square metres of park; 
• 75 olive trees;
• 165 trees of six different types;
• 1 Tomb of the Unknown Warrior; 
• 17,000 perennial plants.

The park was named Pukeahu because 
the Māori who once lived in the area 
called the hill Pukeahu. They grew 
vegetables on the hillside terraces 
leading up to where the carillon now 
stands. 

The War Museum also formally opened 
its doors to Sir Peter Jackson’s Great 
War Exhibition. The exhibition tells the 
Story of World War I from its pre-1914 
origins to the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, 
honouring the role many Kiwis played. 
The two-and-a-half year construction 
project was located in the front of the 
former national museum on Buckle 
Street, Wellington.

SPOTLIGHT ON WELLINGTON – PUKEAHU NATIONAL 
WAR MEMORIAL PARK

Pukeahu National War Memorial Park.

Annual Scientific Congress        
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Recently, RANZCO staff Ms Kate 
Morrison and Mr Craig Dobney 
visited Phnom Penh to assist the 
University of Health Sciences (UHS) 
with the introduction of an Objective 
Structured Clinical Examination 
(OSCE) into the Ophthalmology 
Resident Training (ORT) program. 
Craig, Manager, Selection and 
Assessment, was able to advise 
staff from UHS, the Khmer-Soviet 
Friendship Hospital, the National 
Program for Eye Health and Preah Ang 
Duong Hospital regarding the content 
and structure of an OSCE, in addition 
to the resources and processes 
required to run an OCSE. 

This visit established the groundwork 
for UHS to run a mock OSCE in June, 

which will include five stations. Craig 
made recommendations for examiner 
allocations and the development of a 
blueprint with five key elements:

• Obtain and record a ocular history;
• Obtain and record a medical 

history;
• Perform eye examinations;
• Perform selected visual function 

assessments;
• Perform satisfactory in 

communication and professional 
behaviour.

The faculty members (ORT and UHS) 
who attended the OSCE training 
sessions all reported that they 
increased both their confidence and 
skills in preparing and conducting an 
OSCE. 

Kate engaged in discussions with 
Prof Bounchan Youttiroung (UHS) 
regarding RANZCO’s commitment 
to building the capacity of faculty to 
develop a database of multiple choice 
examination questions — Another step 
towards strengthening the assessment 
processes of the ORT Program. 

Kate also paid a courtesy visit to 
the Australian Embassy to update 
the relevant Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade representatives on 
RANZCO’s activities in Cambodia.  The 
Department, who fund RANZCO’s 
capacity building activities in 
Cambodia, expressed appreciation for 
RANZCO’s support to the residency 
training program and also for 
strengthening Cambodia’s capacity 
for the continuing professional 
development of its ophthalmologists. 

STRENGTHENING ASSESSMENT PROCESSES IN 
THE CAMBODIAN OPHTHALMOLOGY RESIDENT 
TRAINING PROGRAM

Eye to Eye Winter 2015

Ophthalmology Residency Training program residents at Preah Ang Doung Hospital.

Mr Craig Dobney, Manager, Selection and 
Assessment, discussing the OSCE with  
Prof Bounchan Youttiroung, Deputy 
Dean for Postgraduate and International 
Relations, UHS.

International  
Development
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Ophthalmology as a 
profession is an accumulation 
of a minimum 12 years of 
study and training. Five 
of those years are spent 
in the RANZCO Vocational 
Training Program as RANZCO 
Trainees, undertaking exams 
and assessments anchored 
by placement at accredited 
training posts. Every once 
in a while, Trainees are 
recognised for their push to 
the limit. At the 46th RANZCO 
Annual Scientific Congress in 
Brisbane last year,  
Drs Zoe Gao and James 
Slattery were presented with 
the Howsam Medal and Filipic 
Greer Medal respectively, 
recognising their excellence 
in the pursuit for a career in 
ophthalmology.

Zoe was awarded the Howsam 
Medal, recognising her outstanding 
performance in both the written and 
clinical components of the RANZCO 
Advanced Clinical Examination 
(RACE). James received the Filipic 
Greer Medal for his overall excellence 
in performance in the RANZCO 
Ophthalmic Pathology examination. 
Both medals are not awarded every 
year and are only awarded when 
candidates have achieved the highest 
standard. Being awarded these coveted 
medals should have you jumping for 
joy, however while the sense of joy was 
undoubtable, it was the sense of relief 
and pride that all the hard work had 
paid off that truly meant something.

“After the exam was over I had been 
stewing over different stations and 
worrying about what I had said and 
what I hadn’t said”, mused Zoe. “The 
sense of relief that it was all over was 
enormous, and then came surprise and 

elation at the medal. It was completely 
unexpected for me but I’m really 
grateful that all my hard work paid 
off. ”

Zoe, now a final year RANZCO 
Trainee, expressed that “most of us are 
perfectionists and it’s that inner drive 
towards always wanting to be better 

and as good as I can possibly be that 
pushes me towards success. You have 
to force yourself to be disciplined and 
organised to get through the marathon 
that is RACE. That doesn’t come 
without sacrifices and I’m sure every 
trainee acknowledges supportive 
partners/family, friends and fellow 
trainees that have helped them along 
the way.”

For James, this could not be truer. 
“There were many people who 
contributed to passing those exams. 
I was lucky enough to have terrific 
supervisors who, importantly, led 
by example and provided me with 
many learning opportunities. I had 
great colleagues with similar goals, 
ambitions and work ethic. There 

“ The sense of relief that it 
was all over was enormous, 
and then came surprise and 
elation at the medal!”

Dr Zoe Gao receiving the Howsam Medal.

Dr James Slattery with his family.

Eye to Eye Winter 2015       
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were many early morning study 
sessions, which certainly put me in 
my place and fuelled the drive to work 
harder. Most of all, I had the complete 
support of my family who provided 
unwavering support, especially my 
wife who bore the brunt of the burden 
caring for four children at home, 
while I was often absent working or 
studying. Without a stable home life 
things would have been very difficult.”

As budding ophthalmologists, the 
medals reaffirmed their career goals, 
some of which were formed during 
childhood. 

“I was inspired by the way I was 
treated by an ophthalmologist as a 
youngster, and would love to have the 
same effect on someone else one day.” 

James was born and raised in Adelaide 
in a busy household of working 

parents and four boys who mainly 
thrived on sport. This grounding 
from sport allowed James to tackle 
ophthalmology with a start in an 
undergraduate in biomedical science. 
“I missed out on getting into medicine 
at this stage. I started my PhD in 
gastroenterology, which enabled me 
to travel and experience presenting 
research overseas. Missing out on 
medicine, as well as the great learning 
experiences I gained in science, 
increased my resolve to study medicine 
and in turn ophthalmology.”

Ophthalmology inspires those 
studying medicine to make a 
difference, Zoe remarks. “I’m about to 
finish my time in Alice [Springs] and 
it has been incredibly eye opening 
– I don’t think anyone can truly 
understand the complex nature of 
all the barriers towards providing 

good health care in this setting unless 
you actually experience it firsthand. 
I definitely want to be involved in 
Aboriginal eye health once I become 
a FRANZCO. I’m very excited about 
learning small incision cataract 
surgery in Nepal and I hope that in 
my future I can be involved in the 
creation of sustainable local eye health 
strategies in developing countries.”

In the years leading up to the RANZCO 
Fellowship, FRANZCO, through 
the RANZCO Vocational Training 
Program and its various exams and 
assessments, Zoe and James are one 
of many RANZCO Trainees who have, 
through hard work and diligence, 
formed clear passions and drive for 
ophthalmology as a career and the 
improvements and differences they 
can make to others for the betterment 
of their eye health. 
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The Chair, Board and Staff of 
The RANZCO Eye Foundation 
extend sincere condolences 
to the Churcher family on the 
death of Betty Churcher, AO.  

Elizabeth Ann Dewar "Betty" Churcher 
AO “affectionately known as Betty 
Blockbuster” was an Australian arts 
administrator, best known as Director 
of the National Gallery of Australia 
from 1990 to 1997. She was also a 
painter in her own right earlier in her 
life. She won a travelling scholarship 
to Europe and attended the London 
Royal College of Art. She received a 
Master of Arts from the Courtauld 
Institute of Art, University of London 
in 1977. Art was always Betty’s private 
and public passion.  Betty’s vision was 
to make people see art as accessible 
and relevant. Betty was a role model 
for women: the first female head of a 
tertiary institution; the first female 
director of a state art gallery and the 
first woman to be Director of the 
National Gallery of Australia. After 
her death in March 2015, she was 
described by one writer as "a seminal 
figure in the arts sector, a superior 

curator and administrator as well as a 
gifted communicator who introduced 
Australians to the world of art outside 
the national collections.” 

Towards the end of Betty’s life, her 
sight, the one faculty she valued above 
all others, deteriorated to what she 
describes as, “like having midnight 
sitting on your shoulder – a big, black 
presence”.  Betty became a RANZCO 
Eye Foundation Ambassador in July 
2007.

BETTY CHURCHER AO (née Cameron; 11 January 1931 – 31 March 2015)

Betty Churcher, AO

“Throughout my life I have seen and 
experienced so many beautiful things, 
from my childhood and adult years, 
watching my own children grow, and of 
course viewing some of the best art in 
the world – all of which are fixed in my 
memory.  I have always valued my sight 
and the wonderful visions captured 
through my eyes.  For my sight to be 
taken away from me is unfathomable.  
I support the work of The RANZCO Eye 
Foundation enormously and remind 
everyone that their sight is truly a gift 
and one that should not be taken for 
granted.”  Betty Churcher, August 2007
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Nexcare™ Sensitive Skin Eye Patches
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The 40under40 award recognises 
individuals who each inspire and 
demonstrate true Western Australian 
entrepreneurship within their chosen 
field.

A/Prof Angus Turner took the 
top prize ‘First Amongst Equals’ 
from a strong field at a gala dinner 
attended by more than 800 people. 
He was recognised for establishing 
Lions Outback Vision in 2010 which 
provides specialist eye health services 
in regional and remote communities 
to nearly 5000 people a year in the 

Pilbara, Kimberley, Great Southern 
and Goldfields.

Former Rhodes Scholar Angus 
completed medical training at the 
University of Western Australia 
in 2000, before specialising in 
ophthalmology which took him 
to Oxford University. Angus is 
on a mission to cure blindness in 
Indigenous Australians. As he says, 
“94% of all vision loss is preventable 
or treatable”.

Angus is the Co-Chair of the RANZCO 
Indigenous Committee.

A/PROF ANGUS TURNER NAMED ‘FIRST AMONGST 
EQUALS’ AT THE 2015 40UNDER40 AWARDS

ASIA-PACIFIC 
ACADEMY OF 
OPHTHALMOLOGY 
AWARDS
At the Asia-Pacific 
Academy of Ophthalmology 
(APAO) congress on 3 April 
2015, RANZCO Fellows:

Drs Neil Murray and Cathy Green 
received awards recognising their 
long-standing service to eye health 
in the region, as we mentioned 
earlier in the magazine.  

In addition to these awards, 
RANZCO, would like to 
congratulate the following Fellows 
who were also awarded at the 
APAO congress: 

• Prof Hugh Taylor –  
Jose Rizal Medal

• Prof Frank Martin AM –  
ICO Mark Tso Golden  
Apple Award

• Dr Dipika Patel –  
Nakalima Award

• Dr Colin Chan, Prof Gerard 
Sutton, Prof Paul Healey,  
Dr Andrew Chang and  
Prof Hugh Taylor – 
Achievement awards.

Eye to Eye Winter 2015

A/Prof Angus Turner receiving the First Amongst Equals Award.  Photo courtesy of 
Business News, Attila Csaszar.

Ophthal 
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To support eliminating the 
inequity of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander eye 
health in Australia, The 
Roadmap to Close the Gap for 
Vision was launched in 2012 
and now, some three years 
down the track, significant 
progress can be reported. 

The 2014 Annual Update of the 
Roadmap, released at the RANZCO 
Congress in Brisbane, notes progress on 
each of the 42 recommendations with 
five fully implemented. Commonwealth 
government supported or endorsed 
activities continue to increase. 

A 2015 pre-budget submission co-

ordinated by Vision 2020 Australia 
includes the request for additional 
funding for outreach ophthalmic 
services, national oversight and 

accountability, and increased co-
ordination of services within regions. 
It is hoped that the new Primary 
Health Networks will play a major 
role working with the regional 
Aboriginal community-controlled 
health organisations, hospitals and 
eye care providers, including visiting 
ophthalmologists. A toolkit of resources 
has been developed to help with 
regional implementation.

Vision screening was included in 
annual Aboriginal health assessments 
in 2013 and a proposed item number for 
non-mydriatic retinal photography for 
diabetes screening was approved by the 
Medical Services Advisory Committee 
in November 2014.  This is slowly 

progressing through the system and 
hopefully it will be introduced before 
the end of the year.

Good progress is being made with 
trachoma elimination; the rates in 
children in endemic areas fell from 14% 
in 2009 to less than 4% in 2013. The 2014 
data are still being collated. Exciting 
new health promotion activities around 
clean faces have been developed and 
rolled out in schools.

Ophthalmology involvement in 
Roadmap activities and care to 
Indigenous Australians is requisite to 
close the gap for vision. Your ongoing 
support is appreciated.

Prof Hugh Taylor

PROGRESS IS BEING MADE TO CLOSE  
THE GAP FOR VISION

Prof Hugh R Taylor AC,  the Hon Dame Quentin Bryce AD CVO and Mr Matthew Cooke Chair 
NACCHO launch the Annual Roadmap Update.

“ Good progress is being 
made with trachoma 
elimination; the rates in 
children in endemic areas fell 
from 14% in 2009 to less than 
4% in 2013.”

Ophthal News

The East Timor Eye Program (ETEP) 
was established in July 2000 by 
Australian Ophthalmology Fellows of 
RANZCO and is a program targeted at 
delivering eye care services to Timor 
Leste. The ETEP aims to ensure that 
Timor Leste becomes self-sufficient 
in the provision of eye care and to 
assist in the eradication of preventable 
blindness by 2020. The ETEP is 
working to achieve its mission through 

a combination of service delivery, 
capacity building and infrastructure 
development activities.  

The annual scholarship aims to provide 
resources to train fifth year registrars in 
areas of ophthalmology that are unique 
to developing countries. It provides an 
opportunity for successful candidates 
who are committed to the practice of 
international ophthalmology to train 
in areas such as small incision cataract 

surgery and to experience in-country 
work in East Timor and other potential 
overseas locations (including service 
delivery and capacity building).   

The scholarship aims to establish long-
term relationships between ophthalmic 
professionals in both countries.   
Applications are now open and close on 
Friday 21 August 2015.
www.eyefoundation.org.au/projects/
scholarships

2015 RANZCO EYE FOUNDATION/HOBART EYE SURGEONS  
EAST TIMOR SCHOLARSHIP – APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
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Australian women, especially 
after age 40, need to be 
vigilant on eye disease, 
advises the Royal Australian 
and New Zealand College of 
Ophthalmologists (RANZCO).
Research figures suggest women are 
at greater risk than men for macular 
degeneration, cataracts, glaucoma, and 
diabetic retinopathy.

There are an estimated 143,000 
Australian females who suffer from 
glaucoma, compared to 77,000 males, 
with the higher prevalence in females 
driven by age. Left untreated, glaucoma 
may eventually result in blindness.

Women live longer than men and due 
to hormonal and lifestyle factors, are 
at risk for developing age-related eye 
conditions. Menopause can bring about 
dry eye syndrome, requiring artificial 
tears or gel to prevent damage. The use 
of drugs or supplements to counteract 
menopause can inflame the middle and 
outer wall of the eye.

Birth control pills and hormone 
replacement therapy may increase 
patients' risk of blood clots and strokes, 
which can be associated with vision 
problems and cataracts. Pregnant 

women often suffer from migraines, 
and pregnancy can result in high blood 
pressure leading to blurry vision or at 
worst, retinal detachment.

Sydney ophthalmologist Dr Diana 
Semmonds identifies other areas to 
maintain vigilance. "Women are more 
likely to experience autoimmune 
diseases such as lupus, multiple 
sclerosis (MS), rheumatoid arthritis, 
and Sjögren's syndrome, which 
destroys the glands in the eye and 
mouth that produce moisture. These 
diseases can cause eye complications".

Women are five to six times more 
likely than men to get Grave's eye 
disease which occurs as a result of an 
overactive thyroid and causes the eyes 
to bulge and eye muscles to inflame.

Dr Semmonds advises women to 
seek the advice of their GP if they 

experience any eye symptoms that are 
abnormal, who can then refer them to 
an ophthalmologist. "Often an increase 
in floaters or flashers, or the gradual or 
sudden blurring of vision, can be a sign 
of a potentially serious eye condition. 
Long-term damage can occur if 
treatment is not sought quickly".

"Glaucoma is one disease which is 
often discovered too late, because there 
are no obvious symptoms. All women 
over the age of 40 should have an eye 
examination by an ophthalmologist, 
who will then advise on the regularity 
of checks needed based on their 
current eye health," recommends        
Dr Semmonds. "Any family history of 
eye disease should always be brought 
up with your doctor".

Two-thirds of the world's blind 
people are females. In developing 
communities, infectious eye diseases 
such as trachoma can hit women hard, 
as they are often carried by young 
children who infect their mother, 
sisters, aunts and other female carers.

The safe use of cosmetics, hair dyes 
and makeup is also advised to protect 
eye health.

“ Glaucoma is one disease 
which is often discovered too 
late, because there are no 
obvious symptoms”

WOMEN’S EYE HEALTH: BEING PROACTIVE THE 
BEST COURSE OF ACTION 
22 April, 2015

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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Using portable devices to 
carry out eye checks raises 
interesting questions around 
health diagnosis and service 
provision according to 
RANZCO, the leaders in eye 
care.

The use of smartphone apps and 
adaptors to perform common eye 
exam functions such as retinal 
imaging is both a welcomed innovation 
and a reminder for caution.

Their high-resolution photographic 
capabilities may be of great use 
in developing countries or remote 
areas where transporting, or finding, 
traditional ophthalmic equipment 
could be a challenge. Images taken by 
these devices are then sent to experts – 
ophthalmologists – for diagnosis.

These devices are as simple as a clip-on 
camera adaptor that give high quality 
images of the back of the eye and 
the retina, combining a traditional 
ophthalmoscope and a retinal camera 
in a mobile phone.

President of RANZCO, Dr Bradley 
Horsburgh, explains the implications. 
"The eye care industry are innovators 
and fast adopters of technology to 
improve the quality of eye diagnosis 
and treatment. We want our job to 
be more efficient, and these devices 
challenge our traditional thinking.

"Many of RANZCO's ophthalmologists 
have worked in rural or remote areas, 
especially overseas. We don't endorse 
one specific product over another, but 
help facilitate eye health awareness 
through local and affiliated partner 
organisations. Such devices could 
bridge the gap between health workers 
and enable stronger communication 
and collaboration – all for the patient's 
benefit".

RANZCO ophthalmologists have 
been heavily involved with the Lions 

Outback Vision Project in rural 
Western Australia, in which an app 
was developed that enables patient 
bookings and secure image transfer 
from a GP or eye health worker's 
smartphone to the ophthalmologist.

The smartphone can be used to take 
screen shots, photos of printouts of a 
patient's visual field or a printout of an 
OCT scan.

Dr Horsburgh however cautions 
against an easy-health-fix mentality if 
such devices become easily accessible 
to the public. "Product manufacturers 
should maintain responsibility in their 
marketing and distribution according 
to local laws and guidelines.

"We don't want the public to be able to 
make eye health assumptions about 
images they have taken themselves. 
An ophthalmologist is best-qualified 
to make any diagnosis. They can 
interpret data and images at the 
most sophisticated level due to their 
extensive training," he says.

"There are also issues around patient 
confidentiality with image sharing 
from phones. What happens if 
someone shares an image and then 
gets a wrong diagnosis? Is there 
informed consent to share the image? 
What sort of patient history comes 
with it?" questions Dr Horsburgh.

RANZCO has a position statement 
on the use of clinical photographs 
which covers consent, collection and 
disclosure, particularly if minors are 
involved, which adhere to Australian 
Privacy Principles. The Australian 
Medical Association has also developed 
a guideline for clinical images and the 
use of personal mobile devices.

"It's an exciting time to see the uptake 
of new technologies. There are off-
the-shelf free apps and customised 
solutions that you can use on mobile 
devices and tablets. While portable 
devices will never be a substitute for 
a full eye exam, the ophthalmology 
industry is ready to respond to 
changing times", says Dr Horsburgh.

MOBILE DEVICES AND EYE CARE:  
EXCITING TIMES AHEAD?
4 May, 2015

“ We don’t want the public to 
be able to make eye health 
assumptions about images 
they have taken themselves.”

Ophthal News
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In the lead-up to his  
50th birthday this year,  
Dr Anil Arora pondered how 
to mark the milestone in a 
meaningful way. His birthday 
present to himself may end 
up being more significant to 
other people – 50 people this 
year so far … and counting!

Anil was born in India and his parents 
migrated to Australia when he was 
six years old. The family initially 
lived in Perth for a few years before 
moving to Canberra. He came from a 
medical family; aunts and uncles and 
both his parents were doctors. His 
parents worked with the Therapeutic 
Goods Administration within the 
Department of Health.

 “I was exposed from a young age to 
a medical culture and I could see it 
was a career in which you could make 
a difference to others and would 
be personally and professionally 
fulfilling. I also knew how hard my 
parents worked to become established 
when we arrived in Australia, and the 
sacrifices they made in their lives to 
ensure my sister and I had the best 
chance we could to succeed. I wanted 
to honour that, and do something they 
would be proud of.”

WHY OPHTHALMOLOGY?
Ophthalmology was one of the choices 
Anil considered early on in his medical 
training. “I found the whole concept 
of vision – how we are able to see – to 
be so amazing and incredible. I still 
feel the same way about it even now.” 
Part of what framed his decision for 
ophthalmology was seeing the impact 
blindness had on people’s lives in India. 
“Even though I was raised in Canberra, 
my family would travel back to India 
every couple of years, and I would see 
all types of poverty and suffering – 
people who had lost limbs to injury or 
leprosy, horrific congenital deformities, 
little children playing near roads while 
their parents begged from passing 
traffic. But it was the people who were 
blind that touched me the most. I used 

to think how horrible it would be to 
live in constant darkness and how 
wonderful it would be to be able to do 
something to help them see again.”

MENTORS MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE
Anil studied medicine at the University 
of Sydney and went on to complete 
ophthalmology training at the Sydney 
Eye Hospital. He reflects that there 
were a number of ophthalmologists 
who played a key role in shaping not 
only his career but also himself as a 
person.

“It was very competitive to get into 
the ophthalmology training program. 
I first did a year of research in retinal 
electrophysiology and obtained a 
Masters of Medicine degree under 
the supervision of Prof Frank Billson 
who further fostered my interest in 
ophthalmology. He encouraged me 
to attend clinical meetings and tag 
along on ward rounds even though 
I was new to ophthalmology at that 
time and really didn’t have too much 
understanding of what was being 
discussed. After my research year I was 
lucky enough to be accepted into the 
ophthalmology training program and 
have never looked back.”

 After completing his training in 1993, 
Anil did locum work to get a feel of 
‘real-world’ ophthalmology. “During 
that time I was fortunate enough 
to meet Dr Inderjit Singh who has a 
busy practice in Coffs Harbour (North 
Coast of New South Wales). I joined 
his practice for what was supposed 
to be a six-month stint but ended up 

staying there for two years. Dr Singh 
was inspirational and taught me 
phacoemulsification cataract surgery 
and also taught me the essentials of 
managing a practice – including the 
business side of practice management 
– which is something you don’t get 
taught as a registrar. He was my first 
real mentor in ophthalmology and 
even now we continue to be good 
friends.”

Anil almost stayed permanently in 
Coffs Harbour but he was keen to 
further his training and undertook a 
vitreoretinal fellowship with  
Prof Charles Garcia in Houston,  
Texas (USA) from 1997-1998. “He was  
an amazing mentor who took me 
under his wing and really changed the 
way I practised ophthalmology. He 
instilled in me not only the technical 
skills to perform surgery, but also 
made me think about how to approach 
clinical and diagnostic challenges 
in a logical and orderly manner. I 
was a very different person and 
ophthalmologist at the completion 
of that fellowship than I was when I 
began it.”

Returning to Australia after his 
fellowship, Anil joined Dr Ian Davies’ 
practice in Gosford (Central Coast of 
NSW) where he had previously done 
some locum work. “Ian is a superb 
ophthalmologist, an excellent surgeon 
and a nice guy as well. He taught me 
so much – not just ophthalmic skills 
but also running a practice and dealing 
with patients, staff and other medical 
colleagues. We have been business 
partners for about 17 years and he has 
been a wonderful mentor and source 
of inspiration.”

Anil’s retinal skillset proved an 
invaluable asset; there were no 
retinal services on the Central Coast 
at that time. While he was the first 
to establish vitreoretinal surgery in 
that area, he didn’t want to limit his 
work to retinal surgery alone. He also 
did a lot of cataract surgery and was 
interested in becoming involved in 
refractive surgery. “I soon realised 
it would be beneficial for people on 
the Central Coast to have easy access 

“ He instilled in me not 
only the technical skills to 
perform surgery, but also 
made me think about how 
to approach clinical and 
diagnostic challenges in a 
logical and orderly manner.”

Eye to Eye Winter 2015
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to a refractive laser, so in 2009 I did 
a one-year postgraduate diploma 
in refractive surgery through the 
University of Sydney. In 2010 I was able 
to establish the Laser Vision Clinic 
Central Coast to look after patients on 
the Central Coast who wanted laser 
vision correction or who needed some 
fine-tuning after cataract surgery.”

Anil is one of a very small group of 
ophthalmologists in Australia who 
does a full range of ophthalmic 
procedures from vitreoretinal surgery 
to laser vision correction. “I enjoy 
the variety of having a cataract and 
vitrectomy list one day and then doing 
laser vision correction the next.” On 
the Central Coast, Anil has practices 
in Gosford, Long Jetty and Woy 
Woy. He is a Visiting Medical Officer 
at the Central Coast Day Hospital, 
Brisbane Waters Private Hospital and 
the Sydney Adventist Hospital in 
Wahroonga.

GIVING BACK
For more than a decade Anil went back 
to India each year to do charity eye 
work, initially with an organisation 
called Surgical Eye Expeditions and 
then with a charity eye hospital in 
Delhi. In the early trips he did a lot 
of eye surgery. “Speaking to many 
ophthalmologists in India over the 

years, I realised there were mixed 
feelings about foreigners coming in 
and doing eye surgery. Some were in 
favour but just as many were against 
it. Over time I changed my focus 
from performing lots of surgeries 
to spending time trying to teach the 
local ophthalmologists whatever I 
could share with them about surgical 
techniques. They are now self-
sufficient and my visits to India have 
reduced. It’s that old adage of ‘catching 
a fish for a man’ versus ‘teaching a man 
how to fish and look after himself’.”

Anil is also adept at sourcing 
ophthalmic equipment in Australia 
to send to India. “Each year I collect 
as much donated equipment from 
the various hospitals I work at, and 
take it with me when I go to India. For 
example about 10 years ago the Sydney 
Adventist Hospital obtained new 
phaco and vitrectomy machines. I was 
able to arrange for the old machines 
to be sent to India, where they are 
still functioning today. Each hospital 
I work in has ‘Dr Arora’s India Box’ to 
collect donated equipment.”

While much of Anil’s focus to date 
has been on establishing his practice, 
he says he has a lot of admiration 
for ophthalmologists who give their 
time to serve the College in various 
capacities. “In the past, meetings and 

committees were never my strong 
point. However we do evolve with time 
and our priorities change. Now that I 
have an established practice, I’m keen 
to give back to the College and will 
look into ways to try to do this.”

For the past two years Anil has been 
tutoring students in the refractive 
surgery course – the same course 
he was a student in 2009. He is also 
involved in GP education, teaching 
medical students, and he presents 
at a number of ophthalmology 
conferences. “I love to keep on learning, 
and go to as many conferences as I 
can. Each conference is beneficial in 
different ways: In India they are very 
constrained by cost, so that breeds 
innovation and ingeniousness. In 
the USA, they are very good at the 
latest, cutting-edge technology and 
techniques. In European conferences 
I feel they tell it like it is, and have 
very liberal regulatory authorities 
compared with the USA. The things 
I come away with from conferences 
all help to finesse and fine-tune my 
practice. I am inspired by watching 
and listening to anyone who is good at 
what they do.” 

TURNING 50
The milestone of turning 50 this year 
prompted some reflection. Anil said he 
had an “overwhelming feeling” he was 
not giving back to society to the extent 
he could. He thought one way to give 
back was to sponsor 50 children; one 
child for each year of his life. Anil 
sponsors 25 girls and 25 boys. Half of 
the children are from India and the 
others from around the world.

With help from staff at the Laser 
Vision Clinic Central Coast, each child 
receives correspondence from him.  

Dr Anil Arora performing cataract surgery.

“ I enjoy the variety of having 
a cataract and vitrectomy list 
one day and then doing laser 
vision correction the next.”
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“I couldn’t do it on my own, the staff 
love being involved. And so do my 
patients; they are playing a part.  
A percentage of funds from every  
laser vision correction surgery goes 
towards child sponsorship.”

Two large framed photo-boards hang 
in Anil’s rooms at the Laser Vision 
Clinic, containing photos of each of 
the 50 sponsored children. Anil is not 
stopping there. Each year he plans to 
sponsor four more children, to reach 
100 kids by the time he turns 65. “I’m 
looking forward to visiting some of 
them in the next few years, to be 
able to see where they live and see 
sponsorship at work.”

MARATHON EFFORT
Anil is a committed long-distance 
runner. “Keeping physically fit makes 
it easier to get through long days 
and cope with mental stress. I enjoy 
long-distance running and have 
participated in 16 of the past 17 City 
to Surf runs. I do three or four half-
marathons each year and I’m training 
for my fourth full marathon later this 
year.” Each organised run he enters 
has a fund-raising element, so Anil not 
only keeps fit but also raises funds for 
various charities.

He also recently enrolled in a course to 
become a personal trainer. “Maybe I’ll 
never get the opportunity to use it but 
I still enjoy the experience of learning 
something new and finding out more 
about how to keep healthy.”

Anil draws inspiration from a diverse 
range of people and tries to emulate 
the best he sees in others. “There is a 
great quote I really like: ‘I think every 
person you meet you fall in love with, 
just a little bit. And a piece of them 
always stays with you, so over time 
you collect people. Maybe you don’t 
always remember every single one, 
but that doesn’t mean they haven’t 
affected you. For better or for worse, 
they changed you’.” [source unknown]

Photo-boards of Dr Anil Arora’s 50 sponsor children.   
Photo courtesy of Ms Jocelyn Newton, orthoptist – pictured here with Anil.

Anil running a marathon.
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FAREWELL 
KATHY 
KIERNAN
Mrs Kathy Kiernan was 
a long-time employee of 
RANZCO. She left the college 
in May after 11 wonderful 
years of service to us all. 
Kathy is retiring to spend 
more time with her family, 
especially her increasing 
number of grandchildren. 

Kathy has undertaken many roles 
during her time at RANZCO, primarily 
assisting the accounts department 
and more recently as a key part of the 
Congress, looking after graduation and 
Senior Fellows. 

Kathy shared these parting words at 
the office farewell:

Thank you. I want to start by saying 
how much I have enjoyed coming to 
work here at the College. I realise that 
life is also about accepting change and 
I see this, as I move on with the next 
stage of my life.

So as I finish working here today, I 
want to say a genuine thank you again 
to the College for an enjoyable 11 plus 
years. I also want to say that it has 
been a pleasure to assist the Fellows I 
wish everyone well in the years ahead.

Kathy pictured below with  
Dr David Andrews, RANZCO CEO
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Dr Garth Powell was born in Te 
Karaka, just out of Wairoa, on the 
east coast of the North Island, New 
Zealand to George Powell, a mechanic, 
and Alice (nee Price), a midwife.  He 
was the eldest of three children with 
two younger sisters, Dorothy and 
Valerie. The family later moved to 
Wairoa, where Garth attended Wairoa 
Primary School. Garth then spent five 
years as a boarder at Kings College 
in Auckland where he excelled in 
rugby and ended up both as Captain 
of the first XV and Head Boy. He left 
school in 1942 with a bursary to Otago 
University for first year medicine, 
choosing this as a career having 
been enormously impressed by Axel 
Munthe’s Story of San Michele.

Gaining entry into medical school, 
Garth enjoyed a further five years in 
Dunedin as a medical student with 
time to play golf, rugby and hockey, 
as well as participating actively in 
many student goings-on. Qualifying 
MB ChB, Garth spent three years as a 
house surgeon at Wellington Hospital 
followed by two years as a registrar 
in the Eye Department during which 
Prof Barrie Jones, a tremendously 

helpful and knowledgeable 
ophthalmologist (later distinguished 
Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology 
at the University of London), 
convinced him that this should be his 
career specialty. To accumulate funds 
and to gain a wider view of the world, 
Garth enlisted in the New Zealand 
Army replacing a medical officer in 
the 16th Field Regiment, Royal New 
Zealand Artillery in Korea.  Korea 
provided experience of a wide range 
of surgery, injuries and medicine. 
After 17 months in Japan and Korea 
and achieving the rank of Captain, 
Garth was released to further his 
professional studies.

Deciding the UK would be the best 
place for post-graduate experience, 
Garth travelled as an unpaid ship’s 
surgeon. Arriving in London, he had 
accommodation in London House 
where two long-time friends, Evan 
McKenzie and David Cole, briefed 
him on getting around in London 
and on the post-graduate scene. In 
order to ensure a pass in the Primary 
Fellowship, Garth was encouraged 
to join private classes conducted by 
’crammers’. He then spent two years 
at Moorfields Eye Hospital during 
which he achieved Final Fellowship.

As there was not an immediate 
opportunity to return to practice 
in Auckland, Garth responded to 
an advertisement in the British 
Medical Journal for the post of 
ophthalmologist at the Government 
of Qatar in the Persian Gulf. There 
he met Mary Gaunt, a nurse from 
The Royal London Hospital, and they 
were subsequently married by the 
British Consul to Qatar.  In 1960, after 
five years away from New Zealand, 
Garth and Mary packed up and 
embarked for Auckland, where with 
the help of Dr Lindo Ferguson, whose 
consulting rooms he shared initially, 

he commenced practice. Dr Charles 
Swanston was also very supportive 
at this time.  It took a further four- 
and-a-half years for him to gain an 
appointment at Auckland Hospital, 
retaining that until compulsory 
retirement at 65 years of age. Garth 
was very professional and collegial 
throughout his career.  He enjoyed 
clinical teaching and was generous to 
young house surgeons and registrars, 
there being a steady stream of young 
doctors for dinner at the Powell home.

Garth served in a number of roles 
during his career – Hon. Secretary 
to the Auckland branch of the 
New Zealand Medical Association, 
Delegate to the National Council of 
the New Zealand Medical Association, 
President of the Auckland Save the 
Children Fund, President of the 
Friends of his sons’ and daughters’ 
schools and in retirement, he was 
a member of Auckland Youthtown 
Board of Management, a Rotarian, 
a volunteer at the local Community 
Police Centre and a church 
vestryman. He was active in yachting, 
skiing, tramping and angling. 

Garth was outgoing, with a great 
sense of humour, adventurous 
in sports and outdoor activities, 
and was well-travelled to exotic 
destinations.  A good pianist, he loved 
music and opera, as well as popular 
entertainment such as TV drama and 
comedy.  

Garth had a long and fulfilling 
life, reaching the age of 91. Garth 
is survived by his wife Mary, two 
sons, Nick (54) and Chris (53), two 
daughters, Amanda (49) and Lucy (47), 
and four grandchildren.

This obituary is based upon notes 
recorded by Garth with contributions 
from the family.

Dr Allan Panting

Obituaries
DR GARTH POWELL
21 JULY 1923 - 5 AUGUST 2014

Obituaries

Dr Garth Powell
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Auckland ophthalmologist 
and a great supporter of 
Volunteer Ophthalmic 
Services Overseas (VOSO), 
Dr David Murdoch, died 
peacefully on 15 February 
2015 following a short illness 
and just three months into his 
full retirement, aged 74 years 
old.

David, son of a headmaster, was born 
with the sort of enquiring mind that 
would thrill any teacher. Competitive 
at school, he was launched from 
Auckland Grammar into Otago Medical 
School with an extraordinary depth 
and breadth of general knowledge and 
on this he built, leaving Dunedin with 
a degree, a university Blue for cross 
country and a lot of lifelong friends. 

After five years at Auckland Hospital, 
including three in the Eye Department, 
David undertook further studies at 
the Manchester Royal Eye Hospital 
and this is where he met and married 
his wife, Rosie, now a GP. After three 
years they returned to New Zealand, 
with David settling down into 
ophthalmology in Auckland Hospital 
as well as establishing a private 
practice.

In 1981, a ‘eureka’ moment occurred 
for the family when David was asked 
by Foreign Affairs to visit Vanuatu to 
undertake ophthalmic surgery. This 
was the start of many trips to the 
Pacific Islands and further afield that 
would take place over the next three- 
and–a–half decades, many involving 
the entire family – Rosie and the three 
children. Rosie was involved in all 
these trips, helping out in the clinics. 
Several of the initial trips were funded 

by the Murdochs themselves until a 
more formal service was instituted in 
1984.

David’s passion was clearly for helping 
others and through the late 80s and 
90s he went on many Pacific Island 
trips with VOSO to Tonga, Samoa, Nuie 
and the Solomons. Along with regular 
annual specialist services, these places 
benefited from donated supplies that 
lasted them well into the following 
year.

In 2001 David was asked by Foreign 
Affairs through VOSO to go to 
Bougainville. It was a year on from 
the official end of the crisis there. The 
Government of Papua New Guinea 
was reluctant to relinquish autonomy 
to the region that felt geographically 
and culturally isolated to the mainland 
and it was not a particularly safe place 

to go.  Although David approached 
the invite to provide much needed 
healthcare in the region with his 
usual level of trepidation, the intrepid 
Murdochs were on their way. And so 
began 10 years of annual three week 
Bougainville trips, completing over 500 
cataract operations and restoring the 
sight to many bilateral cataract blind 
patients.

David’s trips to Bougainville are 
legendary. Pestering New Zealand 
Aid for funds, organising of 
equipment, logistics, gathering 
the team of volunteers, local 
bureaucracy, organising transport and 
accommodation took months. David 
was uniquely qualified as he could 
out talk and out persevere the most 
recalcitrant bureaucrat and gun toting 
militia man. Then it was home to write 

DR DAVID MURDOCH
1 MARCH 1940 - 15 FEBRUARY 2015

Dr David Murdoch
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the trip report, balance the accounts 
and plan and beg for the next year’s 
expedition.

David loved doing these trips, 
especially once he had established 
links with Callan Disabilities Services 
who took him under its wing and 
did scoping trips before he arrived, 
suggesting districts he might visit. 
Thanks to them the last two years the 
team was allowed, for a fee, to travel 
through the Panguna mine site on 
their way to the west coast. This was a 
sign of how well the peace process had 
progressed.

Last year David and Rosie went 
back to Manchester for the Eye 
Hospital’s Bicentenary, and David 
managed to assemble enough of his 
contemporaries for their own social 
program within the celebrations. 

More recently David developed a new 
interest, restoring a tumbledown mill 
cottage at Kakahi, about 10 km up the 
Whakapapa River from Taumarunui. 
His other big passions were books and 
reading, art shows and collecting art.

David will be remembered as 
everyone’s friend and a caring doctor 

who restored sight to thousands of 
people because he got so much out 
of helping others less fortunate than 
himself. 

David is survived by his wife Rosie, 
his three children Stuart, Gillian and 
Barbara and grandchildren Oliver and 
Lachlan.

“David’s contribution to outreach 
work actually started before the much 
celebrated legends of Drs Sanduk 
Ruit and Geoff Tabin who developed 
techniques and blueprints for outreach 
eye camps in the developing world.

“I loved hearing every Monday over 
the last decade in Greenlane Hospital 
of his exploits, and there were many. 
He certainly instilled in me the 
excitement of making a difference and 
the satisfaction and rewards to be 
gained from helping others who would 
otherwise in many instances go blind 
or simply stay blind.”         

Dr Andrew Riley

“What I recall most was David’s 
determination to get to where we 
needed to be no matter what the 
situation – volcanic eruptions, road 
blocks with people holding machine 
guns, flooded rivers, lack of electricity, 
accommodation, food, he always 
seemed to be able to sort things out 
one way or the other. Although we 
had to operate in some pretty difficult 
situations, we managed to get the job 
done. Many patients were hesitant 
to have surgery – but after they saw 
the success of the first few cases the 
word got around and everyone, in 
need, turned up. He really did make 
a huge contribution to the people of 
Bougainville.”   

Dr Hussain Patel

“David was instrumental in 
contributing to eye care in the Pacific, 
progressing from next to nothing, to 
today, where many Island nations are 
starting to be self-sufficient. Without 
the supplies, support and dedication of 
David and Rosie this would simply not 
have been achieved. 

“On behalf of VOSO we thank him for 
the giant he was, he was the best sort 
of leader who simply led by doing, 
to inspire the next generation of 
volunteers. He has restored the sight 
of many thousands of New Zealanders 
but went outside the comfort of our 
privileged medical system to help many 
thousands in the Pacific.” 

Dr Andrew Riley

“David was a humble, self-effacing 
person, quite incapable of boasting 
– someone seemingly without 
commercial motivation who has 
quietly given of his time, and to his 
own financial detriment participated 
in probably more aid work than most 
of us combined. With David there were 
no frills – no airs and graces – just 
simply getting on with it and working 
his way through those long clinic lists 
and imparting his own particular form 
of wisdom to anyone prepared to listen. 
It will be that slightly off beat, out of 
sync, philosophy that I will remember 
– a person unprepared to tow the 
party line or unquestioningly accept 
the direction or posturing of others – 
and someone with an intense sense of 
fairness and what is right.”       

Dr Michael Fisk

Maryanne Dransfield
NZ Optics

“David will be remembered 
as everyone’s friend and a 
caring doctor who restored 
sight to thousands of people 
because he got so much 
out of helping others less 
fortunate than himself.”

Obituaries
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20-21 June 2015
Tasmanian Branch 
Meeting
Details:
Henry Jones Art Hotel  
Hobart, Tasmania
Contact: Nitin Verma
Email: nitver3@gmail.com

25-27 June 2015
XIV SICSSO Congress
Details:
Hilton Garden Inn Lecce  
Lecce, Greece 
Website: 
www.sicsso.org/congresso2015

27 June 2015
The Sydney Eye Hospital 
– Ophthalmicregional 
Anaethesia Workshop 
2015
Details:
Sydney Eye Hospital, NSW
Email: admin@eyeblock.com.au

28-30 June 2015
Maculart Meeting 2015
Details:
Eurosites George V  
Paris France
Website:  
www. maculart-meeting.com

30 June  to 4 July 2015
ANZSHM 14th Biennial 
Conference
Details:
Australian Catholic University Sydney, 
NSW 
Website:  
anzshm.org.au/conferences.html

9-12 July 2015
12th ISOPT Clinical 
Conference
Details:
Marriot Hotel  
Berlin, Germany 
Website: www.isoptclinical.com

9-12 July 2015
Paediatric Special 
Interest Group Meeting
Details:
Peppers Beach Club and Spa
Palm Cove Queensland
Website:
www.ranzco.edu  
and go to the events calendar

31 July to 2 August 2015
NSW Branch Meeting in 
Combination with APVRS 
and ANZSRS
Details:
The Hilton Hotel 
Sydney NSW   
Website:
http://2015.apvrs.org

5-8 August 2015
28th APACRS
Details:
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Website: www.apacrs2015.org

14- 16 August 2015
Queensland Branch 
Meeting
Details:
Sheraton Mirage Resort and Spa  
Gold Coast Queensland  
Website: 
www.ranzco.edu  
and go to the events calendar

June July August

Calendar of Events
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3-4 September 2015
7th International 
Conference on Ocular 
Infections
Details:
Barcelona Spain 
Website: http://ocularinfections.com

5-9 September 2015
Barcelona 2015 – 
Subspecialty Exhibition
Details:
Av. Joan Carles  
Barcelona Spain  
Website: 
http://www.escrs.org/barcelona2015

17-20 September 2015
Neuro-Ophthalmic 
Society of Australia 
(NOSA) Meeting
Details:
Hilton Hotel,  
Auckland, New Zealand 
Contact: Prof Helen Danesh-Meyer
Email: helendm@gmail.com

28-30 September 2015
IARMM 4th World 
Congress of Clinical 
Safety
Details:
Schonbrunn Palace  
Vienna, Austria 
Website:  
www.iarmm.org/4WCCS

23 October 2015
Retina Australia – 
GLOBAL EYES 2015: 
Bionics, Gene Therapy, 
Stem Cells and More 
Details:
Ibis Hotel  
Melbourne, Victoria  
Website:
www.ranzco.edu  
and go to the events calendar

30 October 2015
RANZCO – PacEYES 
International 
Development Workshop
Details:
Chartered Accountants House 
Wellington, New Zealand  
Website:
www.ranzco.edu  
and go to the events calendar

31 October - 4 November 
2015
RANZCO 47th Annual 
Scientific Congress
Details:
TSB Bank Arena 
Wellington, New Zealand
Website:
www.ranzco2015.com.au

16-29 November 2015
Ophthalmology in South 
India – a Study Tour  
Details:
Contact: Jon Baines 
Email: info@jonbainestours.com.au
Phone: +61 3 9343 6367

September October November

Calendar of Events
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Classifieds
Medical retinal and uveitis 
subspecialist wanted
Northwestern Sydney, NSW

An opportunity exists for an 
ophthalmologist with dual 
subspecialty experience in the areas 
of medical retina and uveitis to 
join our team at a busy practice in 
northwestern Sydney. Sessions are 
available immediately at two locations.

Contact: Caroline 
Phone: +61 2 9672 3055

Gold Coast/Northern Rivers
General Ophthalmologist  
+/- Subspecialty  

Great opportunity for a new 
ophthalmologist to join 
myeyespecialist.  Part or full time. 
Must have Australian Specialist 
recognition. We have three fully 
equipped practices, our two main 
practices with fully accredited and 
licensed day surgeries, including 
vitreoretinal capability.

Contact: Pam Weir 
Email: pamweir@me.com

Opportunity for an 
Ophthalmologist 
Inner North West Region, Melbourne

An opportunity has become available 
to join ophthalmology clinic in 
Melbourne’s Inner North West Region.

Latest equipment on site – including 
OCT, imaging, Integre Pro, ANGIO, 
LENSTAR, HVF, PENTACAM

Privately owned practice focusing 
on exceptional patient care and 
experiencing dynamic growth. Prefer 
sub specialists – Retinal, Glaucoma, 
and Cornea. Flexible sessions available 
in varying locations.

Contact: Megan Loft 
Emai:
manager@specialisteyesurgeons.com.au 
Phone: +61 3 9309 2999
Mobile: 0476 862 746

Unique opportunity 
Newcastle

Busy Newcastle based practice 
has recently lost two medical 
retina specialists who have gone 
back to Sydney and Melbourne 
respectively. We urgently require an 
ophthalmologist with subspecialty 
training in medical retina or general 
ophthalmologist with interest in 
medical retina to work as a permanent 
full-time locum with a view to 
becoming an associate.

We will consider a minimum 
commitment of 1-2 days a week.

Contact: Leanne
Phone: +61 2 4929 5969
Email: pracmanager@neweye.com.au

Ophthalmologist
Peninsula Eye Hospital,  
Redcliffe, Queensland

Peninsula Eye Hospital located on 
Moreton Bay, has a co located clinic, 
along with clinics at both North Lakes 
and Caboolture.

Seeking two ophthalmologists; one 
with cornea fellowship training and 
post fellowship experience in the 
care of patients with corneal & ocular 
surfaces diseases. We are also looking 
for an ocular plastic fellowship trained 
and post fellowship experience in the 
care of patients.

Well equipped clinics and our staff are 
professional and well trained in the 
care of patients.

Contact: Dr Graham Hay-Smith 
Email:  
hay-smith@moretoneye.com.au  
Phone: 0497 567 637

Ophthalmologist
South West Australia

Opportunity for a RANZCO accredited 
ophthalmologist interested in 
relocating to the South West Australia 
region providing services in Bunbury, 
Busselton, Margaret River and across 
to Albany.

Practice provides general 
ophthalmology services comprising 
cataract, glaucoma, medical retina 
and oculoplastics. Surgical procedures 
undertaken at both public and private 
hospitals.

We are seeking a specialist keen to 
make a long-term commitment to the 
region. Relocation assistance will be 
provided.

Modern practices with excellent, long-
term support team and substantial 
investment in technology.

Applicants must have full AHPRA 
registration and RANZCO 
accreditation.

Contact: Mark Grahame  
Email: mark@ablemedico.com

LOCUMS  
Locum wanted Newcastle
Locum with a view to becoming an 
associate for a well established busy 
Newcastle practice. 

Ophthalmologists with sub-specialities 
in retina, oculoplastics and cornea 

An associated day surgery and 
femtosecond laser for both cataract 
surgery and refractive surgery. 
Consulting and surgery will be 
available and subspeciality training 
would be welcome. Flexible sessions at 
varying locations are available.

A great opportunity for any 
ophthalmologist looking for career 
and lifestyle. 

Contact: Emma Benn 
Email: emma@eyespecialists.net.au 
Phone: +61 2 4940 8255 

POSITIONS VACANT
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Ophthalmologist with 
Corneal/Refractive 
experience
Melbourne, Victoria 
Sessional / Ful- time

Bacchus Marsh Eye Clinics are located 
30 and 60 mins from Melbourne CBD. 

We have general ophthalmology, 
medical and surgical retina, 
glaucoma, oculoplastics and pediatric 
ophthalmology subspecialists on site, 
and are seeking a corneal specialist to 
join the team. 

Responsibilities include:
• Manage corneal patients at 

tertiary level.
• Establish our corneal cross linking 

and refractive surgery.
• Be involved in our cataract 

workload.

Our clinics are fully equipped with 
state of the art equipment, Galileo 
G6 topography, Spectralis angiogram 
and OCT, Ellex lasers (pattern retinal 
laser, 2RT laser, combined SLT and 
YAG laser), Maia micro perimeter, 
I-cubed ultrasound, Humphrey visual 
field, IOL Master/Lensstar LS 900. 
The two clinics operate in a paperless 
environment with procedure rooms in 
both sites and theatre facilities nearby.

Email: 
dfletcher@bacchusmarsheyeclinic.
com.au 

Locum Ophthalmologist
Mount Gambier Eye Centre, SA

Locum Wanted - To cover leave 
between June and December 2015. 
Ideal opportunity for Younger Fellow 
to sample rural practice in fully 
equipped rooms with older colleagues. 
Surgery available and generous 
remuneration. 

Contact Dr Trevor Hodson 
Phone: +61 8 8723 1588 
Email: tjpmtgeye@bigpond.com

FELLOWSHIP
Fellowship in Pterygium 
Surgery
Brisbane CBD and Graceville

Accredited one-on-one training in 
pterygium assessment and follow-
up, and particularly in the surgical 
procedure of P.E.R.F.E.C.T for 
PTERYGIUM® from the pioneer of this 
procedure, Prof Lawrence Hirst. This 
surgical procedure results in virtually 
zero recurrence and unprecedented 
aesthetic results. Recently graduated 
general ophthalmologists, corneal 
specialists or last year trainees 
preferred. This procedure will provide 
the successful applicants with a 
niche area to supplement their other 
ophthalmic surgical procedures. Once 
this procedure is mastered there is no 
way back...

The logistic arrangements for 
interstate applicants are practical and 
workable. The training can be worked 
into the schedule of a practising 
ophthalmologist.
Contact: Prof Lawrence Hirst
Email: lawrie@tapc.net.au 
Phone: +61 7 3171 0017. 
Fellowship is only available to 
ophthalmologists resident and 
licenced in Australia.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Australia Wide
I am searching for a second-hand dark 
adaptometer, Medmont C100 colour 
vision tester and a Farnsworth lantern. 

Contact: Heather Mack 
Phone: 0416 175 665 

Synoptophore wanted
Orange, NSW

Working order synoptophore wanted 
with slides.

Willing to pickup if not too far away. 
Table is optional.

Contact: K C Tang
Email: eyemd@ausdoctors.net

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Zeiss Atlas 9000 Excellent 
Condition
Narangba Queensland

Zeiss Atlas 9000 Topographer for Sale 
for $5000. 

• Less than 3 years old.
• Ready to use.
• Well looked after.
• In excellent condition.
• Buyer pays for relocation.
• Links in with Forum Software.

Contact: Ross 
Phone:  +61 7 3886 6061
Email: eyes@narangba.biz

Dual motorised equipment 
table
Dual motorised equipment table, $1000 
ONO. 
Contact: Rigwood Eye Specialists, 
Victoria
Phone: +61 3 9870 8022

Classifieds
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